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"Men content themselves with the
same words as other people "use as If the
very sound necessarily carried the same
meaning." Locke
"Scientific controversies con-
stantly resolve themselves into differences
about the meaning of words " Prof, A* Shuster
"Definitions are dangerous. 1* William
Lyon Phelps
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Chapter I
"Do, as a concession to my poor wits,
Lord Darlington, just explain to me what
you really mean? "--"I think I had better
not, Duchess, nowadays, to be intelligible
is to be found outl n Lady Windermere »s Fan
Every piece of literature, and by literature I mean every
>it of writing designed for perusal by other eyes than the
author 1 s, should be motivated even though that motive may be
the wholly unworthy one of making a hundred dollars, and in
accordance with my own credo I present this thesis as a piece
of research in an extensively, but not intensively, cultivated
field; the field. of literary terms. Shakespeare says, "Words,
words, words 1" and since that philosophically hysterical state-
ment may be applied with feeling to the language of literary
criticism, it occurred to me that the delimitation, the
fixation of some much abused, poorly defined, and loosely used
word would be a worthwhile endeavor • I chose the word "veri-
similitude" which appears in the title and which thoroughly
fills the above requirements, and, furthermore, by use of the
comparative method, I shall attempt to show that it applies
only to a definite period in literature and that its appear-
ance in critical literature, with reference to modern writing,
is a mistake* With this purpose in mind, then, I shall now
discuss briefly, professional words in general
•
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Every trade or profession has its cant words. The chem-
ist speaks of "carbonyl radicals 1*; the shoemaker of "Welts";
the motor mechanic of ndifferentials w ; the radio engineer of
"superheterodynes"; and the language of one group differs from
that of another as does Bantu from Latin. Of course the col-
loidal medium is English but the colloidal particles are
strangers to one another, and the physiologist in an astronomi-
cal observatory yawns at the discussion, for the same reason
that the astronomer, in the presence of a dissected cat, feels
only a sentimental sympathy for the beast f s plight, and wonders
i p
how his latest set of coordinates is behaving in his absence.
But this impassable barrier of special speech breaks down once
the physiologist is in the company of others whose words ring
familiarly and he enters boldly into a conversation concerned
with Dr. Allan Winter Rowe's latest work in the field of en-
docrinology, while the astronomer understands completely the
bulletin describing the activities of a newly born nebula.
These various people understand one another; literally. Some-
times, more particularly so of recent years, these men have
attempted to pass on that part of t^eir knowledge which may be
significant or interesting to the layman and they have suc-
ceeded admirably; witness Paul de Kruif^ "Microbe Hunters" and
Edwin E. Slosson's "Creative Chemistry". Words have not hin-
dered them, for their technical words have been so accurately
defined and carefully investigated that they have been able to
translate them into ordinary language with comparative ease.
• 3 *1 - A 1
I
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1
In this they have been fulfilling the function of criticism,
since their efforts have served to give the non-technical man
an appreciation of the actual work being done in these various
fields, and that, according to Matthew Arnold, James Russell
Lowell, and William Dean Howells, is the primary aim of criti-
cism, although they had reference to literary criticism alone*
But the interpreter of literature is faced with a problem
foreign to these others • His "language" is as technical as
A
any other, but by no means as well-defined and his role of
translator to the general becomes a farce in which words rather
than persons are the mechanisms for producing confusion*
Literary "criticism is a help to our appreciation of
literature. It enhances the impression and makes clear what is
obscure in the thing criticised. "^^ j , and as a definition of
the critical ideal, that will do as well as any, but as in many
another human institution, the fact seldom approaches the
ideal* In literary criticism, however, a diagnosis presents
one all-important, fundamental error; and that lies in the
critical vocabulary. How easily do critics bandy about such
words as "classical", "romantic", and "modern" and yet a
definition of those words will "be found to be a rare object,
and the lack of agreement between one definer and another, as-
tonishing* The result is a maze into which the layman, in
search of enlightenment, falls, only to become more befuddled
than he was at the start of his search for light. "Criticism
is a regular science governed by just principles"^ 2 ^ jbut the
scientific method is apparently either an unknown or an un-
1. Int]
2. The
*oduction to the methods and materials of literary criticism, Gay
elements of criticism; Home, Henry; introduction Scott-
ley and
p. 7
•
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worthy object in the field of criticism.
This does not imply that criticism must not be subjective
•
Such a claim would be ridiculous, since a piece of literary
work, conceived subjectively, can scarcely be fairly or com-
pletely criticised, objectively. The question which it does
pose is, "Do the pat phrases and technical words of the critic
mean the same thing to a neighboring critic, the chairman of
the literary committee of the Walla Walla Women 1 s Club, the
associate professor of English at Duke University, and the
'plain rustic in corduroy? 1 '!-^) None but a negative answer is
possible. There is an untarnished reverse of the medal, how-
ever, on which a group of men, symbolic of literary critics,
are shown seated about a table standardizing their views. The
actual method to be used is not the impractical one of con-
ference but the method of individual investigation and expo-
sition, the results of which may either be challenged, in
which case further research will clear up the matter, or
accepted, in which case the meaning of the word or phrase will
be assumed to be fixed and it may be referred to, thenceforth,
without fear of ambiguity or vagueness.
There are two methods which, working in conjunction, may
be depended upon to fix the meaning of any word capable of
being so treated. The first, known as the definitive method
is defined by Funk and Wagnalls New Standard Dictionary (1913)
as "a method which treats a subject by successive definitions
and divisions" the results of which may be said to limit the
extent of application" and be rinai and conclusive.
British novelists and their styles; Masson, David; page 140
•
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I shall apply this method by citing several possible technical
meanings for verisimilitude and then, by example, prove these
to be valid. The result of this part of the investigation
will, I hope, prove my first contention; namely, that verisi -
militude has a specific, technical meaning or meanings apart
from realism in general. The next step will be a use of the
comparative method which needs no dictionary definition since
it will consist of a definite comparison between the novels of
the period under discussion, i.e., the first half of the
eighteenth century, with those of an admittedly realistic
period, the first quarter of the twentieth century. This
investigation will, I again hope, show verisimilitude to be
associated definitely with a special period in English litera-
ture and thereby prove my second contention, while giving
further substantiation to one part of the original premise,
i.e., realism and verisimilitude are by no means the same
thing. The results will, I anticipate, serve as a contribution
toward a greater clarification of the meanings of critical
terminology, to the end that, ultimately, the "masters of
ceremony to the court of letters j^may be understood by both
the king and the courtiers; that criticism may truly become
"un exercice me'thodique du discernement"
^ 2
)
anc^ that no one may
say again "almost the last thing for which one would come to
English literature is just that very thing which now Europe
most desires-- criticism. j' 3 )
The question may arise, Is this word "verisimilitude" a
1.
2.
3.
Philological inquiries; Harris, James; 1781; page 38
Pensees; Joubert, J; Paris, 1880; page 327
Lectures on translating homer; Arnold, Matthew.
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1
good test case? Assuredly. I can think of no other which rises
so easily and meaninglessly to the lips of literary commen-
tators for, from excerpts, which will follow immediately, it
will become apparent that, whereas in the case of other vague
and overworked words such as "romantic" or "modern" the speaker
usually has some rather definite idea of what he means, in
instances where the word under discussion appears it seems to
have been used solely because it not only looks impressive but
sounds impressive and is very mystifying to the unlearned. Let
me now quote some examples of what can at best be called an
indiscriminate use of a quite discriminate word. Most of trese
uses will be seen to refer to Defoe and, mark it well, to no
one else, whereas before I have finished, I shall have shown
that it may not only be equally well-applied to Swift, perhaps
better, but also to Smollett, Fielding, and Richardson in that
order. There are also several quotations which mention and
describe some of the more obvious aspects of the technique of
verisimilitude but fail to mention the v/ord itself, a fault
only of less magnitude than using the word with insufficient
understanding. This is what some of the greatest literary
minds have said either about Defce, verisimilitude, or realism,
the whole inextricably intertwined.
Re Del c e "Defoe f s genius for detail is what
has made his masterpiece (Robinson Crusoe)
such a hot favorite with the boys; the matter
of fact boy never thinks to ask, Is it true?
because he Vnows it is true, every page of it.j^
j
(The reader* s attention is also called
to this excerpt as a model of English prose
1,
style
•
)
The advance of the English novel; Phelps, William tL
.; pp 36, 37
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Re Defoe "His matter of fact statements
were designed to produce a belief that his
inventions were actual occurrences. He
aimed at the delusion of fact and he a-
chieved his object by the verisimilitude
of his circumstantial details •
# )
Re Defoe "His genius for verisimilitude
turned his successors in the right direc-
tion."
(2.)
Re Defoe "...to array in support of his
statements apparently trivial details and
unimportant circumstances, to call to his
aid a mass of corroborative evidence.
"Aiming at something beyond illusion
which makes readers willing to suspend their
cricical faculties, his object was to give
his narrative so convincing an air of au-
thenticity as to create the delusion of
truth. On this end was concentrated his
genius for verisimilitude and for circum-
stantial invention.
"
(3.)
Re Swift "He surrounded his imaginary worlds
of Brobdingnag and Lilliput with the same
air of veracity which Defoe gave to his nar-
rative of real life.... Yet with all its mi-
nuteness, he preserved its perfect consist-
ency, whether he was working to the scale of
pygmy or giant."
(4.) (So he did. and that con-
sistency was verisimilitude.)
Re Defoe "(His) imagination( was )of the kind
which, a situation being once conceived, teems
with circumstances in exact keeping with it^^
"
• .
.
(his )matchless power of inventing
circumstantial incidents."
"Defoe's studied(6. )comnonplaceness,
curious particularity are of the very essence
of realism: they make up what we call veri-
similitude^
^
Re Richardson "As for description and dia-
logue, there is not very much of the former in
Pamela, though it might not be unfair to include
under the head those details, after the manner
of Defoe (such as Pamela's list of purchases
l.The light reading of our ancestors; Ernie, Lord, p. 7
2. Ibid; p. 1TO
3. Ibid; p. 181
4. Ibid; p. 184
5|Britlsh novelists and their styles, Masson, David, p. 104
6. Ibid, p. 104
7. Study of prose fiction; Perry, Bliss, p. 232
*
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when she thinks she is going home), which
supply their own measure of verisimilitude
to the story,
j
1
^
.
Re Defoe "In character, despite his in-
tense verisimilitude , he is not very in-
dividual, (2.)"For this method.. .is one of
almost endless accumulation of individually
trivial incident, detail, and sometimes
observation, the combined effect of which
is to produce an insensible but undoubting
acceptance, on the reader 1 s part, of the
facts presented to him... And there the
effect is not only verisimilar but wonderful
in its verisimilitude
C3.)
Re Defoe "Even Robinson enlists no particular
sympathy except of the 'put yourself in his
place 1 kind."
(4.)
Re Defoe Sir Walter Raleigh has an admir-
able statement of the mechanisms employed by
Defoe to give( 5. jplausibility to the "True
Relation of the Apparition of one Mrs. Veal"
but in none of the three pages devoted to this
explanation is the word verisimilitude men-
tioned nor are any generalizations drawn.
Re Swift "The strength of Swift's work as a
contribution to the art of fiction lies in the
pretentious gravity and absolute mathematical
consistency wherewith he develops the conse-
quences of his modest assumptions."
( 6.
)
Re Defoe "What, now, is the secret of E>efoe's
power, the key to his method. It is his minute
attention to detail... He chose the simplest,
plainest language at command, and thus he at-
tained the 'dulness of truth 1 ... Now this is
realism . . • that the critics have in mind when
they apply, in its technical sense, the term
realistic to some novel of our day. ^here is
no term more often misapprehended or more abused
than the term realism and its adjective accom-
panying, ^aniel Defoe was a realistic writer
and his works were realistic, not because many
of his narratives were sensational and dealt
with types of character that were base and lurid
but because by careful and skillful use of
l.The English novel; Saintsbury, George, p. 88
2. Ibid, p. 68
3. Ibid, p. 70
4. Ibid! p. 71
5lThe English novel; Raleigh, Sir Walter, pp 129-131
6. Ibid, p. 137
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insignificant details, he made those
details appear significant of reality
and succeeded in giving his most start-
ling fictions an air of actuality and
truth. "^
j
Re Defoe "He had the most marvellous
power of giving verisimilitude to his
fictions; or, in other words again, he
had the most amazing talent on record
for telling lies.J' ,
"The praise which has been
lavished upon Defoe for the verisimili-
tude of his novels seems to be rather
extravagant. The trick would be easy
enough if it were worth performing...
It must be added that Defoe, in adopt-
ing the tone of a bona fide narrator,
not infrequently over-reaches himself.
Colonel Jack. . V(3.
)
Re Defoe "In his finest discovery of a
new a^t he shows the freshness so often
conspicuous in finest novels, J4.)(and that "new art" is veri-
similitude , )
To save the reader unnecessary trouble, I have collected
the foregoing quotations under these headings, viz,, veri-
similitude as 1. a quality or impression, 2. as realism,
and 3, as a special technique; with the result that under 1,
eleven of the comments undoubtedly belong, under 2, two, and
under 3. five. This, then, should justify my use of "veri-
similitude" as a word worthy of better treatment than it has so
far received.
The least important mistaken idea about verisimilitude
seems to be a conception that it is closely akin to realism,
with which it is mistakenly considered to be synonymous by
some, .
(5.)
1.Study of English fiction: Simonds, W, E.
, p. 42, 43
2.Hours in a library; Stephen, Sir Leslie, p. 3
3, Ibid, p. 8
4. Ibid, p. 36
5. Study of English fiction; Simonds, Edward p 42
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To prove this point, (although I shall do so at more length
later) temporarily, let me say that a search for a good defini-
tion of realism is almost as unproductive as a hunting expedi-
tion for gryphons, and, if, by some chance, the dogs start a
quarry, after the echoes of the shot have died and the retriever
stands before the huntsman with a bedraggled something in his
jaws, it will on examination turn out to be "Realistic fiction
is that which does not shrink from the commonplace or from the
unpleasant in its effort to depict things as they are, life as
it is."^The only thing wrong with that as a definition is that
it does not define, save in a slightly negative fashion, for
what we should like to know is what realism is; we ask for
bread and get, not a stone, but a piece of tissue-paper.
Perry, of course, has here made the all too common mistake of
assuming that the essence of realism is the subject matter
treated, whereas, realism is primarily a method of treatment.
Perry shows a viewpoint not dissimilar from that expressed by
Ruskin with reference to the Dutch school of painting, and
whom Perry quotes as characterizing the pictures of that school
as "fat cattle and ditchwaterg " jThe answer to this "white-
muslin" school of literary criticism is aptly phrased by David
Mas son, who referring to detractors of Smollett and Fielding
says, "But if the test of endurable literature were that it
should always and in every part be fit to be read, or be
fancied as read, by young ladies in white muslin what a bonfire
l.Studv of p^ose fiction; Perry, Bliss; p. 229
2. Ibid, p. 221
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of "books there would have to be, and what a sacrifice to the
susceptibilities of white muslin of tons of literary matter,
both historical and fictitious, very innocent and very in-
structive for veteran philosophers in broadcloth, for medical
and moral students, and for plain rustics in corduroy*"
(1.)
And be it noticed that Masson wrote this in the very midst of
the Victorian era, 1859 • However, defining realism is not
one of the tasks I have set myself and since no practical,
valid definition presents itself to hand, I shall assume that
by realism, we mean that in literature which presents only
probable occurrences and characters, eschewing the incredible
or the unlikely j and portrays the inner, emotional reactions of
character to situation so that the reader understands and feels
with the character rather than, as is the case in verisimili-
tude, sympathizing objectively.
Thus we have a clue to a differentiation between realism
and verisimilitude for it suggests the matter of plausibility
which is one sure way of recognizing verisimilitude, but not
realism. Realism may sometimes seem far from real; e.g. to me,
the tremendous, hysterical ovation given Nana, in Zola^ novel
by that name, has never seemed quite in perspective to me, but
Zola f s own statement of his technique forces one to recognize
the truth of his descriptions. Let me make this difference in
plausibility more definite--
1. British novelists and their styles; Masson, David; p. 140
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Def ( e is plausible; Dickens almost never so; Lilliput is more
real in a child's mind than the Alaska of Jack London; and
Kingsley's Hereward the Wake breathes, while Erskine's Helen
and Menelaus subsist solely on smart conversation. Why?
Because verisimilitude and realism are different* We know that
Captain Singleton sank a Yankee trader in a certain spot be-
cause we are told how far away the place was from ports or
recognizable coasts, perhaps we are even given the latitude and
longitude of the scene of the infamous deed, but Oliver Twist is
tossed about by the preternaturally knowing hand of coincidence
(and what a long arm that hand terminates) until the reader
begins to wish that Fagin would wring the brat's neck, all this
in spite of Dickens' realism, self-admitted with a touch of
braggadacio when he says, "I will not abate one hole in the
Dodger's coat or one scrap of curl-paper in the girl's di-
sheveled hair.?-j\ This might be called the quantitative theory
of realism. Lilliput is real, not only because it is described
minutely, but also because everything is exactly one- twelfth
life size, so that the reader looking at his dog, Angus, can,
by a simple comparative process, visualize Angus, himself, his
house, and the family car all transported to Lilliput and
functioning properly. On the other hand, London, in his
attempt to be realistic, is frequently wildly and unconvincingly
unrealistic. As an example take the episode in one of his
short stories where a miner with a broken leg crawls, on all
fours, half across the arctic lands of this continent to a
1. Preface to Oliver Twist; Dickens, Charles.
•
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whaling ship which is just on the point of sailing. In the last
case Hereward is made real "by historical surroundings and modern
language, hut Helen and Menelaus, while quite probably, they may
have thought in much the same manner as they speak in "Helen of
Troy", are, nevertheless, such disembodied spirits that they are
even more implausible than Homer originally made them. In all
three of these plausible instances the magic technique of
verisimilitude may be observed and this, perhaps, verifies the
conclusion that a technique whose results are invariably
plausible may be called verisimilitude while another, whose
results may be plausible but frequently are not, may be called
realism.
This leads to the next question of literary devices, and
the corollary, literary objectives. It need hardly be said
that realism is an objective, and not a device, for among the
modern realists various techniques are employed, some of them
have been given names which differentiate them as methods, but
the net result is, in every case, realism. Let us see what some
of these professional tricks are. Dreiser's Zolaistic natural-
ism immediately comes to mind, with its emphasis on detail
specifically connected with either repressed or expressed
libido. Dorothy Canfield uses a similar method known as the
documentarian, but without the psychoanalytical implications.
In contrast to these t. re Willa Cather and Zona Gale who use the
eclectic method to produce, in the case of one, the importance
of sustained ideals; in the other, the futility of the inartic-
ulate personality* Different from either of these techniques
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is the cinematographic method of Faulkner and Lewis, which in
spite of its jerks produces as undeniably realistic an impres-
sion as do Dreiser's mountains of minuteness or Zona Gale's
carefully selected incidents. Nobody, I think could conceiva-
bly mistake cause and effect here. It is only when critics
look bac^ard that their critical phraseology undergoes a
strange metamorphosis and the modern effect becomes the tech
nique of two centuries ago, and as a result we get such state-
ments as Simond's, who, as we have previously quoted, describes
Defoe's "minute attention to detail," his "simplest, plainest
language at command," and his " 'dulness of truth'" and then
announces, "Now this is realism^ ^ow obviously such a state-
ment could only come from a man who was confusing means with
end. Let us take an example from another field of art, paint-
ing. Degas and Matisse are impressionists but only the mind of
a Beotian could come to the conclusion that the effect of their
impressionism was impressionistic. In this case we know that
impressionism is the name of a technique and that the impres-
sion brought to the mind of an observer may be any one of a
thousand or a million depending on the effect which the artist
desired to produce. This same fact holds true in literature
and the recognition of it is one of the bases of this paper*
Having discussed verisimilitude in general, before settling
down to a specific treatment of the various subdivisions of that
interesting device, let us, for a moment consider one of the
necessary factors in the handling of that technique
—
practical
imagination* This is the sort of imagination which not only
Study of English fiction; Simonds, Edward, p. 42, 43
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conceives of an unreal action, but carefully sets down how that
action was performed. It explains its situations and accounts
for everything, so that the doubting reader who might be
inclined to say, "Oh, that's a bit thick," is confounded in his
doubt by being presented with reasons as to why this is not
"thick" at all. In order to discuss this sort of imagination
intelligently it will be wise, first, perhaps, to inquire a
little into the nature of imagination in general and its allied
creative processes, fancy and impressionism. Imagination in
its various manifestations is, to a greater or lesser extent,
concerned with reality and it is, perhaps, in the deviation of
a technique from strick reality that we have a criterion for
identifying these imitations of a basic mental process, basic
in the case of creative minds; the uncreative mind is the
unimaginative mind, a theory, however, far outside the realm
of this thesis and a more likely subject for philosophical or
psychological dissertation. I have suggested divorce from
reality as a yardstick with which to discover some degrees of
imagination and applying it to the four possibilities we
discover that impressionism may be said to be farthest from
reality since it is utterly unreal. To digress slightly, may I
say that "impressionism" Is a word well-deserving of definitive
treatment, but in this case I am using it almost literally.
Since this Is the case, a splendid example comes to mind, Poe's
"Fall of the House of Usher" wherein we are treated to a contin-
ual assault of lugubrious impressions all tending toward the
one central effect of concentrated gloom and tragedy; and
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culminating in the crumbling and splitting of Usher's gray walls.
The question of plausibility does not enter here nor did the
author intend it to. As he himself said it was his intention
to produce one strong, central effect, in this case terror, and
to do so he used impressionism, for surely no one could find
anything of joy or gayety to break the depressing piling-up of
melancholy images. Consider the introductory sentence, "During
the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in the autumn of
the year, when the clouds hung oppressively low in the heavens,
I had been passing alone on horseback, through a singularly
dreary track of country; and at length found myself, as the
shades of the evening drew on, within view of the melancholy
House of Usher^ ^Surely that sets the stage as definitely as
does "Limelight on the actor manager traversing the blasted
heath* '^B^it the reader is never under any delusion that Poe's
narrator is a real person, or that that "singularly dreary
tract of country" is a real place any more than he feels that
the "misty, mid-region of WeJrJ is located on any existing map.
And the lilting, mournful threnody of Ulalume from which I have
just quoted is as impressionistic as anything else of Poe's,
only in this case he has used sound rather than image to
produce his effects of deadly, poignant sorrow, the wailing of
untold millions over an untold million secret causes, not
clearly heard but only a vague, at tenuous throbbing.
Next, up or down in the scale, depending on whether we con-
sider complete detachment from reality as the nadir on the
zenith of creative art, appears fancy, the perpetually young
1. American poetry and prose; ed. Poerster and Scott, p. 245
2. The connoisseur; de la Mare, Walter; p. 41
3. American noetry and prose; ed. Poerster an d Lovett, p . 227
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dream-comrade of Spenser, if we are to believe the critical
commentators, Leigh Hunt in his critical essay "An Answer to
the Question What is Poetry?" has treated of imagination and
fancy in somewhat definite terms: "imagination indeed, purely
so called, is all feeling; the feeling of the subtlest and m
affecting analogies; its perception of sympathies in the natures
of things or in their popular attributes, ^ancy is a sporting
with their resemblance, real or supposed, and with airy and
fantastical creationsj"^ But this is an outmoded, and, I believe,
rightly so, viewpoint similar to his statement that, "imagina-
tion belongs to Tragedy, or the serious muse; Fancy to the
comic."for just as we have broadened the Aristotelian defini-
tions of tragedy and comedy, so have we discovered new
territories for fancy and imagination, bordering on each other
but distinct. Elsewhere, however, in mentioning several
varieties of imagination, Hunt speaks of a fourth classifica-
tion, having already elaborated three, "which conjures up
things and events not to be found in nature," and which seems
(3.)
best to fit the present standards for, to come out in the open,
fancy is that from of imagination which, like impressionism,
assumes an unreal situation at the start, but proceeds to
elaborate it as though it were reality. As an example of this
sort of imagination, let me suggest "The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner." As a suggestion of proof which might be presented
for the sense of reality conveyed by Coleridge's treatment of
his supernatural theme, ask any high school student for a
simile and the odds are much in favor of his reply being As
1.English critical essays; Hunt, Leigh; p. 321
2. Ibid, p. 322
3. Ibid, p. 306
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Idle as a painted ship upon a painted ocean"; or take the case
of the middle-aged man who has read almost literally nothing for
twenty-five years, whose inemories of "Silas Marner" consist of
boring, blank hours, to whom "Ivanhoe" is merely a name, but
this man can tell his children a story of wedding guests, loud
bassoons, lack of water, and a white albatross--a botched
version it is true, but vividly* The reality of Coleridge's
fancies impressed itself more strongly upon his mind than the
exaggeratedly effective romance of Scott or George Eliot's
stodgy realism* Coleridge, himself, though in reference to
Wordsworth, puts this very effectively when he says, "The
incidents and agents were to be, in part, at least, super-
natural; and the excellence aimed at was to consist in the in-
teresting of the affections by the dramatic truth of such
emotions, as would naturally accompany such situations supposing
them real* And real in this sense they have been to every human
being who, from whatever source of delusion, has at any time
believed himself under supernatural agency."
(1.)
The third mutation of imagination, if you will, is imagin-
ation itself and now we must make use of a qualifying adjective
and let that adjective be "structural," This is the kind of
imagination, old as time itself, or old as story-telling, which
can be seen in Homer, Virgil, Dante, and Milton, who will serve
nicely as laboratory demonstrations* This is the imagination
of great narrative poems, of great narratives of any sort,
conceived on a grand scale and executed in the grand manner* It
might equally well be termed architectonic imagination, convey-
ing as it does the sense of a great edifice, a magnificent
1.British prose and poetry; ed. Lieder, Lovett, and Root; p. 756
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construction, whose very mass and sweep of outline attracts our
eyes to the exclusion of details; and so we do not have details.
True, Milton sends his angels on a picnic, but he does not give
1
us the recipes for the sandwich fillings, true he uses cannon in
the battle between God and the fallen Prince of Light but he
spares us the details of the founding of that artillery and
specifications as to the kind of shot used; true, he tells us
t
that the defeated demons, ne angels, formed a parliament as soon
as they definitely decided to rtay in the Lower Regions, but if
you knew nothing of parliaments and were using Lucifer^ as a
model, your task would be rather difficult. For Milton as a
creative artist was several miles high and he painted on a
league-long canvas, with great sweeping strokes which look very
well from the proper distance but are not intended to and do
not bear close scrutiny for detail. He was a painter of
cycloramas rather than of miniatures. He himself says, while
subordinating fancy (imagination and fancy were long considered
synonymous as this passage indicates) to reason, as one would
expect him to;
n
... But know that in thy soul
Are many lesser faculties, that serve
Reason as chief; among these Fancy next
Her office holds; of all external things,
Which the five watchful senses represent,
She forms imaginations, airy shapes,
Which Reason, joining or disjoining, frames
All what we affirm or what deny, and call
Our knowledge an opinion..,. "
(10
Of course the second immortal blind poet ! s Puritanism forced him
to give a moral or philosophical twitch to the last four quoted
1.
lines for although Milton was not, after all, interested in such
Paradise Los t; Milton, John, Book V, p. 106, line 100-108
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a mundane subject as literary criticism, apparently he inad-
vertently injected some here.
Fourth and last of the imaginations also requires a qualify-
ing adjective which is, in this case, "practical," We have now
returned dutifully to our muttons, having somewhat explained why
this is the last of the imaginations and why this comes fourth
in our rating scale, since this is so close to reality that it
has many times been mistaken for just that. The mind which
creates this particular form of imagination takes care that no
superficial critic can murmur, "Oh, that couldn ! t happen," for
the creator has arranged things so nicely that nothing else
icould happen. Our hero is locked in a tower room but he escapes
because as the author has told us, (1,) the door is old and the
ainges rusty, (2,) the ruinous wall of the old abbey is suffi-
ciently rough to provide footholds, (3.) a strong vine has
conveniently climbed alongside the difficult spots, (4.) and the
j
final drop lets our hero land in a bed of old, rotting leaves
which not only breaks his fall but allows him to escape
jmnoticed. It may be seen from this fictitious example (used
because actual examples will be forthcoming ad nauseam) that
bhis is not what "arty" or romantic people would call imagina-
tion, but as I have said either this or impressionism is the peak
Df the valley of imagination. This method, the reverse of that
[ised by detective-story v/riters, prepares the reader for the
lenouement contrary to a less practical method which merely
issumes that having burst from his prison our hero somehow got
=
:o "che ground, it; is a sort or inventive genius which expresses
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itself verbally rather than in the making of a contrivance
destined to bring about another industrial revolution* Herbert
Read says, "Imagination in prose composition is merely
ancillary. . .what comes first... is structure the logical
approach.
"
"imagination 'bodies forth images.' Thus poetry and crea-
tion But invention goes with prose. Imagination. . .might be
reserved for the act or moment of creative thought, for the
birth of the image or the word and invention for those exercises
of the speculative mind which build with words (poetry) or for
words (prose) a texture of persuasion in rhetorical effect."
(1.)
Mr. Read seems to be thoroughly muddled since at first he limits
imagination to poetry ending by excluding it from both prose and
poetry after the first white heat of idea-creation. The essen-
tial thing is, however, that he attaches prose to invention, a
sort of Cromwell's curse, I should say, since invention is
rather a hard, unfeeling word to apply, for instance, to the
prose of Miss Elinor Wylie or Mr. Walter de la Mare. One might
also be inclined to take exception to the quoted s atement that
the effect of prose is built for words and of poetry with words;
quite the other way around, I should say, since poetry is so
much concerned with the color and sound values of words that the
words are more frequently than not, the vital element of a poem,
wherras the thought may be, and often is even in great poetry,
common to the world. Prose, on the other hand, gets its effects
with words, prose of the "inventive" sort, and never mind what
words so long as they express the meaning as plainly as possi-
.English prose style; Read
,
Herbert; p. 154-156
f•
................. 1 ..... • ••••
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ble. No one could imagine that Poe was trying to speak plainly
when he used the word "scoriae" in Ulalume. From which we
conclude that practical imagination is concerned more with the
how than the why, and stated in such language as the joiner or
the bosun* s mate could understand.
This brings us to the conclusion of the introductory
matter and in it I have attempted to answer
1. The question of technical terms and their
vagueness in the field of letters.
2. The question of possible methods to be
used in clarifying the meaning of terms,
3. The question of "verisimilitude" as a
test case,
4. The question of the synonymity of
"realism" and "verisimilitude."
5. The question of plausibility in litera-
ture.
6. The question of literary devices as op-
posed to literary objectives.
7. The question of imagination with special
attention to the practical variety.
In the next chapter I shall proceed with the subject of veri-
similitude from a very definite viewpoint, that of pointing out
the possible variations or tricks in the technique and demon-
strate them by example.
•
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Chapter II
We have now come to the point where we must investigate
verisimilitude from a precise, definitive viewpoint with the in-
tention of discovering to just what tricks in the author 1 s magic
hag it refers, I shall attempt to prove that these are stock
feats of legerdemain, common to several writers of the period
under discussion, by presenting excerpts from various works as
evidence, I have already spoken of the fact that verisimilitude
is not realism and yet the effect of the use of this technique
is a -ind of realism, primitive realism, if you will, which may
be called primitive because of its crudity, its lack of finesse.
This point will be more strongly brought out, later, in a
comparison between the writings of the early eighteenth century
and those of the present, which will indicate that this primitive
realism applies largely to externals whereas modern writers of
the truly realistic sort are not primarily concerned with
externals at all, vide Katherine Mansfield, For the present,
however, I shall concern myself chiefly with the most common and
important phases of verisimilitude.
The first undiscovered facet which I shall endeavor to un-
cover by polishing the, as yet, rough stone, is that of practical
imagination, probably more nearly literal veri- similitude than
any of that technique's other manifestations. It is the most
noticeable operation in the technique of verisimilitude and it
was ued to a greater extent by Defoe than by any other English
writer, before or since, although Swift brought it to absolute
perfection in his most important and almost sole work of prose
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fiction, "Gulliver's Travels." This method, in its essentials,
consists of exposition and nothing more; it may concern itself
| with how to do a thing, how to nut something together, an
ingenious use of things designed for other purposes, a strict
attention to proportion, or anything else to which the princi-
ples of mechanics or mathematics may be applied. For our first
inspection let us look at "Robinson Crusoe," which, as William
Lyon Phelps puts it, rather crudely, is "such a hot favorite
with the boys." Anyone who has read "Robinson," (and who has
not?) will at once perceive or remember that it consists of al-
most nothing but exposition and unornamented narrative. There
is nothing of what we have come to call "description," although
there is more than ample opportunity for word painting, for Defoe
in keeping with the Neo-Classical spirit of the times and the
Puritan temper, kept carefully away from anything which was not
prosaic and reasoned, and unadorned. Granted that the "two
mighty creatures, one pursuing the other (as we took it) with
great fury from the mountains toward the sea" could scarcely
(10
pave been familiar dojects to the Londoners of Defoe's day;
nevertheless, this same cockney could, with little cerebral
strain, imagine that such outbursts were common occurrences on
the Guinea coast, and proceeded to do so. But no description
^
of these beasts is given until, after one has been shot,
Robinson discovers it to be "a most curious leopard, spotted
and to an admirable degree," and that is all he has to say. As
(2.)
—
for the animal which escaped and ran for the hills, Robinson
1. Robinson Crusoe, Defoe, ed. Maynardier; Vol. I, p. 32
2>Ibld
, p. 33
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never discovered what that was, for as he says, "nor could I at
that distance, know what it was • ) Another instance where
Robinson failed to provide the reader with a picture, is his
island. The reader will search in vain for any panoramic
description of it; none will be found. Of course, Robinson is
a prosaic, practical man, in spite of his incurable wanderlust
but one would suppose that even the dullest soul would have
interspersed his journal, just for his own amusement's sake,
with something besides such informative but dull statements as
"Went to the wreck
, and carried an iron crow to wrench up the
deck, which lay now quite clear of the v/a-cer or sand. I wrenchec
open two planks, and brought them on shore also with the tide.
I left the iron crow in the wreck for next day. > I have oft<
wondered how the island looked from that wreck; we shall never
know. However, what we are concerned with is the practical
imagination shown by Defoe in his work. There is, of course, no
question about its existence but a quotation or two will serve
to show definitely what is meant by this phrase. Let us pick
Robinson up at the point in his career when, after being
captured by Algerian pirates, he is planning his escape. His
master has fortunately presented him with an opportunity and
this is what happened:
"My first contrivance was to make a pretence to
speak to this Moor, to get something for our subsistence on
board; for I told him we must not presume to eat of our patron's
bread. He said that was true; so he brought a large basket of
rusk or biscuit of this kind and three jars with fresh water
into the boat. I knew where my patron's case of bottles was
kept which it was evident by the make were taken
>n
1. Robinson Crusoe, Defoe; ed. Maynardier; Vol. I, p. 35
2. Ibid, p. 94
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out of some English prize; and I conveyed them into
the boat while the Moor was on shore, as if they had
been there before for our master. I conveyed also a
great lump of beeswax into the boat, which weighed
above half a hundredweight, with a parcel of twine or
thread, a hatchet, a saw, and a hammer, all which were
great use to us afterwards, especially the wax to make
candles. Another trick I tried upon him, which he in-
nocently came into also, His name was Ishmael. who
they call Muly or Moely; so I called to him, 'Moely,"
said I, "our patron's guns are on board the boat; can
you not get a little powder and sbot? It may be we
may kill some alcamies (a fowl like our curlews) for
ourselves for I know he keeps the gunner's stores in
the ship?" "Yea," says he, "I'll bring some;" and
accordingly he brought a great leather pouch which
held about a pound and a half of powder, or rather
more; and another with shot, that had five or six
pounds, with some bullets, and put all into the boat."
(1.)
And so they sailed out of the harbor, and after pushing the
Moorish servant overboard, Robinson with Xury, a slave boy,
sets sail for other parts. But, as we are told, Robinson's
foresight came in very handy, for not only did his supplies aid
them on their voyage, but after they were picked up by a kindly
Portuguese, Robinson sold both the small boat and the supplies
in Brazil and made money enough to set himself up as a planter.
Thus by this device the author got Robinson into the Western
hemisphere so that later he could be conveniently shipwrecked
on a coastal island and make the story what it is; the struggle
for existence of a lone man on a desert island. Robinson, how-
ever, in his isolation was admirably provided for by the fates
which not only failed to sink the wrecked ship but even pushed
it near enough for him to swim out to it and salvage a great
many useful things. The salvaging episode is another splendid
example of practical imagination. It is, hov/ever, too long to
1.
be quoted here, but the implements and goods salvaged all
nSOn Crusoe; Defoe, ed. Maynardier, Vol. I, pp. 22, 23.
i
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played some pa^t In Robinson's later life on the island, a life
which would not have been possible without these conveniences,
or if it had dragged on, would have been ended by the cannibal
savages, who, an ethnologist would say, must have strayed a long
way from their Pacific home to get to Robinson's island off the
northeast cofist of South America* Would you like to build a
stockade around your suburban home? See Robinson Crusoe, where
the castaway describes the process in some detail, as follows:
"Before I set up my tent, I drew a half circle
before the hollow place, which took in about ten yards
in its semi-diameter from the rock, and twenty yards in
its diameter from its beginning and ending. In this
half circle I pitched two rows of strong stakes, driving
them into the ground till they stood very firm like
piles, the biggest end being out of the ground about
five feet and a half, and sharpened on the top. The two
rows did not stand above six inches from one another.
Then I took the pieces of cable which I had cut in the
ship, and laid them in rows, one upon another, within
the circle, between these two rows of stakes, up to the
top, placing other stakes in the inside leaning against
them about two feet and a half high, like a spur to a
post; and this fence was so strong that neither man nor
beast could get into it, or over it. This cost me a
great deal of time and labor, especially to cut the piles
in the woods, bring to the place, and drive them into the
earth."
(1.)
Those are actually working specifications; a blue-print could
make them no clearer, ^nd as a final touch to this matter of
Defoe's practical imagination, observe that although Robinson
was unable to take the position of his island, at least he does
not say that he did so, he does tell us that the ship was "in
the latitude of 12 degrees 18 minutes," when the fatal storm
(2.)
struck it, and that the storm drove them directly westward,
which gives anyone so interested a hint at where to look on a
1.
8.1
map, particularly since he had already told us that the first
tobinson Crusoe; Defoe, Id. Maynardier, Volume I, p. 65
c£id, p. 46
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storm struck the ship at "about 11 degrees north latitude but
that he was 22 degrees of longitude difference west from Cape
St. Augustino; so that he found he was gotten upon the coast of
Guiana, on the north part of Brazil, beyond the river Amazon,
toward that of the river Orinoco." and that from this point
(*.)
they sailed "N W. by W." This makes the position of this island
(*.)
as reasonably definite; as a mythical place could possibly be.
After all, the effect would have been spoiled if he had given
exact latitude and longitude; there might not have been any
island there. With these few examples of Defoe T s attention to
practical imagination bolstered up by rather minute detail, we
now turn to Swift's "Gulliver's Travels" for our next bit of
sustaining evidence.
In Swift we do not find any information on how to build
a palisade or how to salvage a wreck but we do find a startling
use of practical imagination carried to the n'th degree, "^he
argumentative reader may protest with reference to Swift that
his treatment of the adventures of Captain Gulliver comes
perilously close to filling both the statement concerning fancy
and that concerning practical imagination which I made in
Chapter I. However, a bit of thought will show that there is a
(5.)
considerable difference for, whereas, in the case of fancy, the
origin;! created idea is by no manner of means supposed to be
Probable or be taken as so by the reader, in practical imagina-
tion the situation to begin with, no matter how bizarre is told
with a perfectly straight face by the narrator. Now in such
things as Gulliver's Travels where the most important situation
1, Robinson Crusoe, Defoe; ed. Ivlaynardier ; Vol I, o.45
2. Ibid, p. 46
3. v i d e , pp. 15-18
4
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is the adventures of a normal man in various abnormal situations
the narrator never for a minute gives any indication that his
story is not gospel truth or that he expects his audience to
feel any differently. The creator of a fancy, on the other hand,
admits the unreality of his situations and expects the reader to
do so, too, saying, in effect, "Let's make believe."
Of course, Swift himself knew the fictituous quality of
"Gulliver" but his imagination was so practical that a good many
of his readers did not. An example of this ludicrous lack of
perception is shown in the foot note to Gulliver's description
of the storm on the voyage to Brobdingnag, where the editor of
the edition I am referring to, Scott, says, "This is a parody
upon the account of storms and naval manoeuvers, frequent in old
voyages and is merely an assemblage of sea terms, put together
at random, but in such accurate imitation of the technicalities
of the art, that seamen have been known to work hard to attain
the proper meaning of it." Since this storm description is an
(1.)
excellent burlesque of the method of practical imagination, I
shall quote it here as a sort of anti-masque, that the reader
may observe how practical imagination may look perfectly reas< n-
able and yet on closer examination turn out to be charmingly
absurd. The quotation follows:
"Finding it was likely to overblow, we
took in our sprit-sail, and stood by to hand the
foresail; but making foul weather, we looked the
guns were all fast and handed the mizzen. The
ship lay very broad off, so we thought it better
spooning before the sea than trying or hulling.
We reefed the foresail, and set him, and hauled
after the fore-sheet;
Gulliver's Travels; ed. Scott, p. 102
t4
•
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the helm was hard a-weather. The ship wore
bravely* We belayed the fore downhaul; but
the sail was split, and we hauled down the yard,
and got the sail into the ship, and unbound all
the things clear of it* It was a very fierce
storm; the sea broke strange and dangerous. We
hauled off upon the laniard of the whipstaff
and helped the man at the helm. We would not
get down our top-mast, but let all stand, be-
cause she scudded before the sea very well, and
we knew that the top-mast being aloft the ship
was the whole somer, and made better way through
the sea, seeing we had sea-room. When the storm
was over, we set fore-sail and main-sail, and
brought the ship to. Then we set the mizzen,
main- top- sail, and the fore-top-sail. Our
course was east-north-east, the wind was at
south-west. We got the starboard tacks aboard,
we cast off our weather braces and lifts; we
set- in the lee-braces, and hauled forward by
the weather-bowlings, and hauled them tight,
and belayed them, and hauled over the mi z en-
tack to windward, and kept her full and by as
near as she would lie."
(1.)
It seems incredible to me that any sailor man could possibly
have ever been so stupid as to have tried to make sense out of
such obviously nonsensical material
—
possibly Anglo-Saxon mari-
ners... The importance of this passage to us however lies in
the fact that this would be excellent practical imagining if it
were serious. Swift, however, was not always so facetiously in-
clined and at such times he indulged himself in as detailed ex-
positions as Defoe.
As an example of the wonderful accuracy of Swift's
mathematical transpositions from life-size down to Lilliputian
and from life-size up to Brobdingnagian, consider the following
selections from Swift illustrating this microscopic attention to
detail, microscopic in Brobdingnag and macroscopic in Lilliput.
The first is taken from the voyage to Lilliput and runs as
follows
:
Gulliver ' s Travels; *ed! *Scott; *p
I
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*
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"And here it may perhaps divert the
curious reader to give some account of my
domestics, and my manner of living in this
country, during a residence of nine months
and thirteen days. Having a head mechani-
cally turned, and being likewise forced "by
necessary, I had made for myself a table
and chair convenient enough out of the
largest trees in the royal park. Two hun-
dred sempstresses were employed to make me
shirts, and linen for my bed and table,
all of the strongest and coarest kind they
could get; which however they were forced
to quilt together in several folds, for
the thickest was some degrees finer than
lawn. Their linen is usually three inches
wide and three feet make a piece. The
sempstresses took my measure as I lay on
the ground, one standing at my neck, and
another at my mid-leg, with a strong cord
extended, that each held by the end, while
a third measured the length of the cord
with a rule of an inch long. Then they
measured my right thumb, and desired no
more; for by a mathematical computation,
that twice around the thumb is once around
the wrist, and so on to the neck and waist;
and by the help of my old shirt, which I
displayed on the ground before them for a
pattern, they fitted me exactly. Three
hundred tailors were employed in the same
manner to make me clothes but they had
another contrivance for taking my measure
.
I kneeled down, and they raised a ladder
from the ground to my neck; upon this
ladder one of them mounted, and let fall
a plumb-line from my collar to the floor,
which just answered the length of my coat,
but my waist and arms I measured myself.
When my clothes were finished, which was
done in my house (for the largest of theirs
would not have been able to hold them),
they looked like the patchwork made by the
ladies in England, only that mine were all
of a color.
"I had three hundred cooks to dress my
victuals, in little convenient huts built
about my house, where they and their fami-
lies lived, and prepared me two dishes
apiece. I took up twenty waiters in my
hand and placed them on the table: a hun-
dred more -attended- be-low -on the^grour d
•
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some with dishes of meat, and some with
"barrels of wine, and other liquors, slung
on their shoulders; all which the waiters
above drew up, as I wanted, in a very in-
genious manner, by certain cords, as we
draw the bucket up a well in Europe* A
dish of their meat was a good mouthful, and
a barrel of their liquor a reasonable draught.
Their mutton yields to ours but their beef is
excellent, I have had a sirloin so large
that I have been forced to make three bits
of it but this is rare, My servants were
astonished to see me eat it, bones and all,
as in our country we do the leg of a lark.
Their geese and turkeys, I usually eat at a
mouthful, and I confess, they far exceed
ours. Of their smaller fowl, I could take
up twenty or thirty at the end of a knife,"
(1.)
The next illustrative passage is taken from "A Voyage to
Brobdingnag" and is a "reverse English" of the preceding:
"The queen commanded her own cabinet-
maker to contrive a box that might serve me
for a bedchamber after the model that Glum-
dalclitch and I should agree upon. This man
was a most ingenious artist, and, according
to my direction, in three weeks, finished
for me a wooden chamber of sixteen feet
square, and twelve high, with sashwindows,
a door and two closets, like a London bed-
chamber. The board that made the ceiling
was to be lifted up and down by two hinges,
to put in a bed, ready furnished by her
majesty's upholsterer, which Glumdalclitch
took out every day to air, made it with her
own hands, and letting it down at night,
locked the roof over me, A nice workman,
who was famous for little curiosities,
undertook to make me two chairs with backs
and frames, of a substance not unlike ivory,
and two tables, with a cabinet to put my
things in. The room was quilted on all
sides, as well as the floor and the ceiling,
to prevent any accident from the careless-
ness of those who carried me, and to break
the force of a jolt, when I went to prevent
rats and mice from coming in. The smith,
after several attempts, made the smallest
that was ever seen among them, for I have known
ii =
1. Gulliver's Travels, ed. Scott, p. 79-81
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a larger at the gate of a gentleman's house in
England, I made a shift to keep the key in a
pocket of my own, fearing Glumdalclitch might
lose it. The queen likewise ordered the thin-
nest silks that could be gotten, to make me
clothes, not much thicker than an English
blanket, very cumbersome till I was accustomed
to them. They were after the fashion of the
Kingdom, partly resembling the Persian, and part-
ly the Chinese, and are a very grave and decent
habit,
"The queen became so fond of my company, that
she could not dine without me, I had a table
placed upon the same at which her majesty eat,
just at her left elbow, and a chair to sit on,
Glumdalclitch stood on a stool on the floor near
my table, to assist and take care of me. I had
an entire set of silver dishes and plates, and
other necessaries, which, in proportion to those
of the queen, were not much bigger than what I
have seen in London toy- shops, for the furniture
of a babyhouse: these my little nurse kept in
her pocket in a silver box, and gave me at meals
as I wanted them, always cleaning them herself.
No person dined with the queen but the two prin-
cesses royal, the elder sixteen years old, and
the younger at that time thirteen and a month.
Her majesty used to put a bit of meat on one of
my dishes, out of v/hich carved for myself, and
her diversion was to see me eat in miniature;
for the queen, (who had, indeed, but a weak
stomach) took up, at one mouthful, as much as
a dozen English farmers could eat at a meal,
which to me v/as for some time, a very nauseous
sight. She would cranch the wing of a lark,
bones and all, betv/een her teeth, although it
were nine times as large as that of a full-
grown turkey: and put a bit of bread in her
mouth as big as two twelve-penny loaves. She
drank out of a golden cup, above a hogshead at
a draught. Her knives were twice as long as a
sythe, set straight upon the handle. The
spoons, forks, and other instruments, were all
in the same proportion, I remember when Glumdal-
clitch carried me, out of curiosity, to see some
of the tables at court, where ten or a dozen of
those enormous knives and forks were lifted up
together, I thought I had never till then, beheld
so terrible a sight."
(1.)
These two examples constitute as marvellous a piece of
1 .Gulliver's Travels; ed. Scott, pp, 128-130
1
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practical imagination as has ever been written in English. The
most striking trick of all is the exact mathematical differences:
the Lilliputains are just one-twelfth human size and the Brodbing-
nagians just ten times life-size. This proportion is carried
out equally well in both cases. The linen of Lilliput is filmy
and the silk of Brobdingnag, blanket heavy. An interesting
detail which shows the artistry of Swift, a characteristic
absent from the more robust and dull- speaking Defoe, is the
statement that the linen of Lilliput is just three inches wide
or one-twelfth of a yard. In a piece of work such as this, the
effectiveness of which depends on a hanging together of the
facts, such a painstaking attention to almost insignificant
detail constitutes the master artist, and differentiates him
from the journeyman.
The next author whose baggage we are to inspect for evi-
dences of practical imagination is Tobias George Smollett, It
is necessary to state here that in Smollett will be found none
of the detail of Defoe or Swift, Smollett was a slapdash writer
and he avowedly copied Le Sage ! s "Gil Bias", for he says, in his
own prefact to "Roderick Random", "The same method (that of
Cervantes) has been practised by other Spanish and French authors,
and by none more successfully than by Monsieur Le Sage, who, in
his Adventures of Gil Bias , has described the knavery and foibles
of life, with infinite humor and sagacity. The following sheets
I have modelled on this plan..." That statement unquestionably
(2.)
makes "Roderick Random" a picaresque novel and as such based much
1.
2.
Jullive^s Travels; ed. Scott, pp. 128-130
"
Roderick Random; Smollett, Everyman Ed., p, 4
« « » • t-
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more largely on exploit than on anything else, a technique of
which we shall have more to say later. But this emphasis on
incident cannot be accompanied "by a studied attention to detail;
the two ideas are opposite and, consequently, only now and
again does Smollett, produce anything comparable to Defoe's
attention to evidence • Smollett, however, makes the greatest
use of this method in his treatment of the navy, a branch of the
service which he was the first to introduce into English litera-
ture, and although his knowledge of the subject was far less
than that of Captain Marryat who was to follow him almost a
century later, he nevertheless pioneered in bringing valid sea
atmosphere into his novels; for in maritime matters Defoe was
depending largely on vicarious experience and Swift made no
pretence of knowing anything about the subject. The excerpts
from Smollett which follow will largely have to do with salty
subjects and will, I am afraid, be sketchy in comparison with
the previous examples but the gods are responsible for
Smollett's being an inferior writer to Defoe and Swift,
In the first example Random, after vainly trying to get a
surgeon's birth in the Navy is shanghaied aboard his majesty's
ship "Thunder" by a press gang. He is now being taken to his
quarters, a friend of his, Thompson, having discovered him and
spoken of his surgical training to the ship's doctor,
"When I had obtained this favor, my
friend Thompson carried me to the cock-
pit, which is the place allotted for
the habitation of the surgeon's mates;
and when he had shown me their berth, as
..
_ - - he called It, I was filled with astonish- '..
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merit and horror: We descended by divers
ladders to a space as dark as a dungeon,
which I understood was immersed several feet
under water, being immediately above the
hold. I had no sooner approached this
dismal gulf, when my nose was saluted with
an intolerable stench of putrified cheese
and rancid butter, that issued from an
apartment at the foot of the ladder, resem-
bling a chandler's shop, where, by the
faint glimmering of a candle, I could per-
cieve a man with a pale meagre countenance
sitting behind a kind of desk, having spec-
tacles on his nose, and a pen in his hand.
This, I learned of Mr. Thompson, was the
ship's steward, who sat there to distribute
provision to the several messes, and to
mark what each received. He therefore
presented my name to him, and desired I
might be entered in his mess; then, taking
a light in his hand, conducted me to the
place of his residence, which was a square
of about six feet, surrounded with the
medecine chest, that of the first mate,
his own, and a board by way of table,
fastened to the after powder room; it was
also enclosed with canvas, nailed round to
the beams of the ship, to screen us from
the cold, as well as from the view of the
midshipmen and quartermasters, who lodged
v/ithin the cable-tiers on each side of us*
In this gloomy mansion he entertained me
with some cold salt pork, which he brought
from a sort of locker fixed above the table,
and calling for the boy of the mess, sent
for a can of beer, of which he made excellent
flip to crown the banquet."
(1.)
The following quotation deals with a storm encountered by
the "Thunder" en route to the West Indies to take part in the
ill-fated Carthagena expedition:
"•..We got out of the Channel with a pros-
perous breeze, which died away, leaving us be-
calmed about fifty leagues to the westward of
the Lizard* But this state of inaction did
not last long; for next night our main top
sail was split by the wind, which in the morn-
ing increased to a hurricane* I was wakened
by a most horrible din, occasioned by the play
.Roderick Random; Smollett, T* G.
,
Everyman, Ed., p. 147-148
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One more:
of the gun-carriages upon the deck above,
the cracking of the cabins, the howling of
the wind through the shrouds, the confused
noise of the ship ! s crew, the pipes of the
boatswain and his mates, the trumpets of
the lieutenant?, and the clanking of the
chain pumps... Of all our fleet consisting
of a hundred and fifty sail, scarce twelve
appeared, and these driving under their
bare poles at the mercy of the tempest*
At length the mast of one of them gave way,
and tumbled overboard with a hideous crash*
Nor was the prospect in our own ship much
more agreeable; a number of officers and
sailors ran backward and forward with dis-
traction in their looks, hallooing to one
another, and undetermined what they should
attend to first* Some clung to the yards,
endeavoring to unbend the sails that were
split into a thousand pieces flapping in
the wind; others tried to find those which
were yet whole, while the masts, at every
pitch, bent and quivered like twigs, as if
they would have shivered into innumerable
splinters I . •
.
n
(1.)
"A day or two after the attempt on St*
Lazar, the admiral ordered one of the
Spanish men-of-war we had taken to be mounted
with sixteen guns and manned with detach-
ments from our own great ships in order to
batter the town. Accordingly she was towed
into the inner harbor in the night, and
moored within half a mile of the walls,
against which she began fire at day break;
and continued about six hours exposed to
the opposition of at least thirty pieces
of cannon, which at length obliged our men
to set her on fire and get off as well as
they could in their boats
(2.)
It will be seen from these excerpts that the art of practical
imagination is beginning to slow up in Smollett* He puts in
detail but it is not orderly and careful, as is Defoe's and it
is not planned so strategically to catch the reader's credence*
Furthermore, since Smollett's tales are unplotted, (at best
1
2
•Roderick Random, Smollett, T* G., Everyman Ed., pp* 165-166
.Ibid, p. 189
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only a vague structure holds them together) the larger practical
imagination is not necessary since there is nothing to explain.
Of course, in the beginning of "Roderick Random" the hero tells
us that his father disappeared when the baby was only a few
weeks old, but such a wealth of incident is intervened between
this disappearance and Roderick 1 s discovery of his long-lost
parent that the reader entirely forgets him and is almost as
surprised as Roderick at the purely fortuitous discovery,
obviously lugged in by the ears to provide a happy ending.
The stout and observant Richardson provides us with a very
small amount of practical imagination. This is only to be
expected, since, in "Pamela" his chief character is a woman, and
•
one would scarcely expect a woman, at least an eighteenth
century female, to be interested in making something work or
putting something together, to say nothing of understanding a
mechanical principle. However, where the reader would expect
the feminine touch to appear, or perhaps to convince the reader
that the author of Pam' s letters was a woman, Richardson, once
or twice, sets down an inventory of clothes, one of which I
shall quote.
"So as I was saying, unknown to anybody,
I bought of farmer Nichols 1 wife and
daughters a good sad-colored stuff, of
their own spinning, enough to make me a
gown and two petticoats; and I made robings
and facings of a pretty bit of printed
calico I had by me.
"I had a pretty good camblet quilted
coat, that I thought might do tolerably
well; and I bought two flannel undercoats;
not so good as my swanskin and fine linen
ones, but what will keep me warm, if any
neighbor. •
•
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"I got some pretty good Scotch cloth,
and made me of mornings and nights, when
nobody saw me two shifts; and I have enough
left for two shirts and two shifts, for
you my dear father and mother. When I come
home • •
•
"Then I bought of a peddlar, two pretty
enough round-eared caps, a little strawhat,
and a pair of knit mittens turned up with
white calico; and two pair of ordinary blue
worsted hose, that make a smartish appear-
ance, with white clocks, I'll assure you;
and two yards of black riband for my shift
sleeves, and to serve as a necklace; and
when I had •em,., w
(1.)
There are other instances in which Pamela goes into some
detail about dress but they all sound very much like the
preceding passage and consequently would be merely repetitive
evidence, if quoted. Aside from detailed sempstress-talk
there is none of this practical imagination in Richardson,
In Fielding, also, will be found no practical imagination
and this gives me an opportunity to point out that if veri-
similitude depended entirely on an overscrupulous attention to
detail, as some of the critics, whom I quoted in chapter one,
seem to think, it would then be limited to Defoe, Swift, and,
later, Jules Verne, H, G, Wells, and others who have special-
ized in pseudo-scientific tales of fantastic occurences,
usually on other planets or on this Tellus of ours, some time
in the future. However, verisimilitude does not stand or fall,
in proportion to the amount of practical imagination in its
make-up- there are other distinguishing marks. The next to be
dealt with is the use of detail as evidence building or the use
of circumstantial evidence.
1. Pamela; Richardson, Samuel) Century i902 Ed., pp, 40-41.
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The appositeness of discussing this aspect at this point
becomes apparent when we consider that practical imagination and
circumstantial detail are inextricably allied; not in all the
authors under discussion, of course* This circumstantial evi-
dence is not always in the body of the works themselves; Defoe
invariably prefaced his books in some way so as to predispose
the reader to believe in the reality and sincerity of the piece.
Let us see some examples of this. In the preface to Robinson
Crusoe, Defoe, posing as editor, says,
"The story is told with modesty, with
seriousness, and with a religious applica-
tion of events to which wise men always
apply them* •
•
The Editor believes the thing to be a
just history of fact; neither is there any
appearance of fiction in it..*"
(1.)
This habit of prefacing his fictions with a straight-faced
sober exhortation to the gullible reader is pointed out by Sir
Leslie Stephen:
" ! Tis certain 1 , he says in the 'Mem-
oirs; of a Cavalier 1 , 'no man could have
given a description of his retreat from
Marston Moor to Rochdale, and thence over
the moors to the North, in so apt and proper
terms, unless he had really traveled over
the ground he describes, 1 which indeed is
quite true, but by no means proves that the
journey was made by a fugitive from that
particular battle*"
(a.)
In the preface to "Roxana" Defoe uses the same sanctim-
onious approach, acting the character of an impartial person,
telling us why he believes the story but refraining from try-
ing to push us beyond the bounds of our own credibility* He
1 .Robinson Crusoe; Defoe, Daniel; ed Maynadier, p. xxix
2* Hours in a library, Stephen, Sir Leslie; p. 5
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tells us that he took the story from the lady herself, of course
disguising names and places, but he adds that he was himself
"particularly acquainted with this lady*s first husband, the
brewer, and with his father, and also with his bad circumstances,
and knows that first part of the story." Thus he leaves the lat~
(2.)
ter part of the tale open to suspicion but having vouched for
the first part, the reader is quite likely to accept the second*
These are examples of external validation but they indubitably
form part of the circumstantial method and were used to some
extent by other writers*
It is in the matter of internal validation that we look for
a more customary use of this evidence building and although it
is present in almost everything Defoe wrote, it is admirably
shown in his ghost stories; the one most used as example being
the story of Mrs. Veal. This has been treated time and again
but to show that the same technique is operative in other
places, I have chosen his "A Remarkable Passage of an Apparition,
related by the Rev. Dr. Ruddle, of Launceston in Cornwall, in
the year 1665". In this story of ghostly wanderings Defoe has
(ft.)
used a number of devices to act as substantiating evidences of
truth or reality. They may be enumerated as follows:
1. The narrator is a clergyman and so above reproach.
2. He is not acquainted with the boy who saw the spirit.
3. He is so indifferent that he goes to see the boy only
after being severely importuned.
4* When he does get there he is first told the story by
another clergyman, who is corroborated by the boy's
parents, who believe he is malingering.
5. He talks with the boy and is convinced of his sincerity.
6. He goes out with the boy and to the haunted field and
himself sees the ghost*
.Roxana; Defoe; ed. Maynardier, introduction, Vol. XII
2. Short Stories; ed. Hastings, Glough, and Mason, pp. 4-13
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7. Does nothing more but goes away and does not return for
three weeks.
8. Sees ghost again.
9. The boy's parents, the boy, and the parson see the ghost*
10. Two important things
A. A spaniel barked and ran away from the
apparition.
B. The ghost slid along rather than walked.
11. The parson exorcises the ghost. He is not afraid; in
fact he has to go out again in the evening to speak to
it, but it has never appeared since.
12. Now he vows for truth of the statement.
13. Admits he may not be believed because:
A. People are suspicious having been abused
by priests and popish agents.
B. Worldly Hobbean principles or doctrine of
the Saducees.
C. General ignorance.
14. Therefore he has decided to say nothing about it.
15. But in a postcript he quotes, in Latin, Saint Cyprian
as to the actuality of ghosts.
Faced with such an impartial array of evidence he is a
spoil-sport reader indeed, who would question the fictitious
neverend gentleman's existence. That, of course is the fallacy;
there was no Rev. Dr. Ruddle. The rest of the evidence hangs
together beautifully, even to the uninteresting character of the
ghost which appears in daylight, molests no one, and utters no
unearthly screams. This is true of all of Defoe. Having once
accepted Robinson as a real person his story holds water, even
to the half-mile canal he had to dig in order to launch his
second canoe, the parott's calling his name and frightening him
out of his wits, or, the most fortuitous fact of all, his being
the sole survivor of the wreck. Another instance of this
evidence-building of Defoe's is shown in the ship's-boat
incident in "Robinson". Just after that lorn mariner is cast
ashore he sees the ship's boat a mile or so away up the beach.
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At that point he does nothing about it but, later, when he is
thinking about boats he remembers it and goes to it, only to find
it too heavy to do anything with, which disposes neatly of the
reader's logical question, Why did Robinson bother to swim out
to the wreck and build rafts when he had a perfectly good boat?
that is, if the reader had not already imagined it to be too
large. This could go on indefinitely but since we are not
concerned especially with Defoe let us turn again to Swift in
our search for evidence building.
Here we find the usual early eighteenth century external
validation in the introductory material to "Gulliver's Travels"
We are first told by the publisher that the author, Lemuel
Gulliver, is not only an old friend but a distant relation,
whose family originated in Oxfordshire, and the publisher has
seen some graves at Banbury with the Gulliver name on them.
The editor thinks these papers are too circumstantial but he
does not question their veracity since Gulliver has such a
reputation for truth that his neighbors have made a proverb of
it; "it was as true as if Mr. Gulliver had spoken it." The
editor says he cut out a good deal of material relating to winds,
and tide, and other nautical matters, and since his knowledge
of seagoing matters is limited he may have made some mi^taKes,
(which accounts for that description of the storm quoted earlier)
This is followed by a letter from Gulliver to the publisher,
"Cousin Sympson", in which he takes the latter severely to task
for publishing his account of his travels in a very "loose and
uncorrect" form. He complains of Sympson* s altering of dates,
(1.)
(2.)
1. Gulliver's Travels, ed. Scott; pl6.
2. Ibid, p. 17
MM
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his fear of press censorship, and defies the critics of his sea-
language "by saying that that was the way the oldest mariners
spoke, from whom he learned. He also corrects the spelling of
Brobdingnag , which should, he says, have been Brobdingrag . At
one point he says, "Do these miserable animals (Yahoos) presume
to think that I am so degenerated as to defend my veracity?"
(3.)
A disarming statement, that, and yet that the whole glorious
spoof should ever have been credulously gulped down seems im-
probable but history says it was, and we must accept history
as truth, or is it the work of an even cleverer user of veri-
similude than any we have discussed?
In the body of the work there is the same sort of prom-
iscuous use of names and dates as in Defoe. Swift also tells
us what street his wife lived on and how much of a dowry she
brought him. There is an interesting case of mock circum-
stantiality in "Gulliver" where he rescues a lady ! s honor from
taint. If one failed to think of the lady as being six inches
tall, the whole affair would ring true. The incident follows:
"I am here obliged to vindicate the re-
putation of an excellent lady who was an
innocent sufferer upon my account.
.
The
treasurer took a fancy to be jealous of
his wife, from the malice of some evil ton-
gues, who informed him that her grace had
taken a violent affection for my person
and the court scandal ran for some time
that she once came privately to my lodging.
This I solemnly declare to be a most in-
famous falsehood, without any grounds,
farther than that her grace was pleased to
treat me with all innocent marks of free-
dom and friendship. I own she often came
to my house, but always publicly, nor ever
_mo_rj6_in the coach r who were
1. Gulliver's Travels; Swift, ed., Scott, p. 21
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usually her sister and young daughter, and
some particular acquaintance; but this was
common to many other ladies of the court
•
And I still appeal to my servants round
whether they at any time saw s oach at my
door without knowing what persons were in
it. On those occasions, when a servant
had given me notice, my custom was to go
immediately to the door, and after paying
my respects, to take up the coach and two
horses very carefully in my hands, (for,
if there were six horses the postillion
always unharnessed four,) and placed them
on my table, where I had fixed a moveable
rim, quite round, of five inches high to
prevent accidents. And I have often had
four coach and horse at once on my table,
full of company, while I sat in my chair
leaning my face towards them; and when I
was engaged with one set, the coachmen
would gently drive the others around my
table. I have passed many an afternoon
very agreeably in these conversations.
But I defy the treasurer or his two in-
formers, (I will name them; and let them
make the best of it,) Clustril and Drunlo,
to prove that any person ever came to me,
incognito, except the Secretary Reldresal,
who was sent by express command of his
imperial majesty as I have before related.
I should not have dwelt as long upon this
particular, if it had been not a point
wherein the reputation of a great lady is
so nearly concerned, to say nothing of my
own, though I then had the honor to be a
'nardac 1 , which the treasurer himself is
not..." (1>)
At this point in our investigation the search for circum-
stantial evidence begins to yield few and ill-conditioned
results, ^he next author in point of time is Richardson but I
defy anyone to point out a use of the circumstantial method in
"Pamela" The use of letters as a form for carrying the story
is a sort of external validation but a poor one, since the
correspondence, after one or two half-hearted attempts at
rn letters, becomes no longer a correspondence but
scribed soliloquy or diary; the change would easily be effected
1. Gulliver »s Travels; ed. Scott; p. 144, 145
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by merely changing the salutations from "Dear Mother and Father"
to "Dear Diary", and by leaving off the conclusions. That this
method was effective in the eighteenth century is a fact beyond
question; the enormous contemporary applause for "Pamela" shows
that, but that it is effective in the twentieth century is
another matter and outside the bounds of this thesis. However,
in the matter of events, properly backed up by evidence, "Pamela"
is woefully lacking. There is little or no action and all of it
centers around Mr, B--'s attempts on Pamela's virtue. Since
this is the situation one would assume that Richardson might
have made some attempt to make t is persistent and stupid las-
civiousness seem possible if not probable--but that is something
he never did. Mr, B-— remains an ogre from a Hans Anderson
fairy tale and one of the chief reasons for the unreality of the
man is the lack of evidence, in this case motive, for his con-
tinued pursuing of Pamela, Perhaps it was because "it may be
doubted whether he (Richardson) ever fathomed the secrets of the
male heart".
(1.)
It is with a feeling of having passed from a room stifling
with double-exotic gardenia fragrance, the feminine world of
Richardson, to a more masculine atmosphere in which the strong-
est perfume is that of good tobacco and if any flower scent is
to be found, it is the unassuming lavendar as produced by
Yardley, by appointment to H. R. H. the Prince of Wales; less
figuratively the world of Fielding and Smollett. These two
virile authors will present us with an interesting parallel in
the next section of this chapter, but before that, we shall see
l.The English novel; Raleigh, Sir Walter, p. 146
•v vZ I
Li —
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them held in contrast on this matter of circumstantiality. The
case is as follows:
In unplotted, or at best only slightly so, narrative, such
as that written by Defoe or Swift, detail is used as evidence of
the author's knowledge of actuality, as proof that this is not
fiction. So necessary was this convincing of the reader that
both those authors used external as well as internal validation.
By the time Smollett and Fielding had taken up the r>en this ne-
d
for justification had largely died out. Fielding, it is true
calls his first novel, "The History of Joseph Andrews" but the
use of that word is merely a gesture, a sop thrown to the ves-
tiges of that demand for the truth which followed the flood of
French romance in the seventeenth century. In a novel which is
admittedly a novel, however, there is still a necessity for
circumstantial proof of one sort or another. This phase of
verisimilitude is still necessary today in novels of exploit,
and it consists of arranging for later situations so that when
the denounement comes, the mechanism, by means of which the
author arrived at his climax, is not obvious. It is a recogni-
tion by the author, of the limitations of the readers credulity.
In both Smollett and Fielding there are sequences on which much
binges and which are not altogether probable. I shall speak
first of that in "Roderick Random." The protagonist of this
picaresque tale has an uncle, Lieutenant Bowling, in the
majesty's navy, who has befriended his nephew in the latter'
s
orphaned youth. Bowling, however, has fought a duel with his
supe rio-r—offitjery^Oaptain Oakum, and lias fled, having apparerrty^y
•
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killed the Captain. By the first coincidence Roderick gets a
"berth on a ship captained by this same Oakum who was not dead.
No one knows where Lieutenant Bowling is, Roderick, after many
vicissitudes, gets back to England from the Caribbean, his ship
wrecked, and takes service in a household near his landing
place. He knocks down the local squire and while fleeing from
the officers is captured by smugglers, who take him for a spy.
These worthies at first threaten to drown him but conclude by
taking him to France. Alone in a strange country, Roderick
walks into a cafe and the first person he sees is none other
than Uncle Bowling. Now, before commenting on that situation
let us turn to "Joseph Andrews". Let us pick up Joseph and the
eccentric Parson Adams as they are leaving an inn, on their
journey back to the Booby 1 s country seat. Joseph is riding in
the stage with Mrs. Slipslop; Adams is to follow a-horseback,
but he was so pleased at getting Joseph into the coach that he
forgot all about the horse and had stepped smartly out keeping
just ahead of the coach. Joseph spies him but Adams keeps play-
fully ahead while Joseph chases him with the coach. Presently
the road splits and Adams takes the least obvious way, a choice
directed by his ability to do the wrong thing, and gets thor-
oughly lost. He meets a gentleman who is out hunting. They
hear screams for help and Adams, flourishing his crab- stick,
rescues a maiden in distress who turns out to be Joseph»s
inamorata, Fanny. Fanny, it seems had heard of Joseph's
accident with the highwaymen and had accordingly dropped every-
thing and started to see him. She had been met on the road by
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a courteous stranger who offered to show her the way but who led
her from the road and was prevented from satisfying his unholy
lust by the lost but robust and righteous Adams.
I think the reader will agree with me that the long arm of
coincidence is more obvious in the first adventure than in the
second; if not, perhaps he will, upon being presented with my
reasons for making my assertion. Consider Roderick. His uncle
is wandering afar, no one knows where. Roderick, himself, is
not looking for his uncle and it is owing only to several
extremely supDOsititious chances that he turns up in France, for
in order to get there (1) he has to he shipwrecked; (2) he must
fall in love with his mistress 1 niece; (3) he must rescue her
from assault; (4) he must flee the power of the attacker, (5)
he must be picked up by smugglers; (6) he must not be murdered
by them; and (7) he must be set down in France. That is a
rather unusual train of events in itself but the crowning
fiction, so theatrical as to seem utterly unreal, is his
encounter with his uncle in the first inn he gets to. The
reasons for his uncle ! s being in that spot are equally
miraculous. The mechanical quality is obvious; the chances of
these two meeting were at least a million to one and to meet in
the manner in which they did- -the odds are too great to be
considered. On the other hand, in the "Joseph Andrews" incident
the facts presented prior to the startling meeting of Adams and
Fanny are not such as to require any great stretch of imagina-
tion. Outlined they appear thus:
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1. The parson is notoriously absentminded
and eccentric.
2. Joseph lies wounded at an inn on the
highway from London to the Booby f s
country seat (also Fanny 1 s residence),
3* A coach passes through this town, where
Joseph is, daily.
4. Fanny hears from a -coach-attendant that
Joseph is hurt, and where.
5. She sets out, but, being a country girl,
has to ask her way and is misdirected by
the blackguard.
6. In a logical development Fanny and the
parson would meet on the highway one go-
ing toward, the other away from, London
but,
1. The parson is eccentric to the
extent of forgetting his horse
and taking the wrong road.
2. Fanny is gullible.
7. Ergo, the fortunate meeting becomes en-
tirely credible.
Thus I conclude my treatment of circumstantial substantia-
tion, either by external or internal means, and have, I hope,
shown that where this technique is not used, by just that much
is the realistic effect reduced.
Another aspect of verisimilitude, which, it seems to me,
has never received sufficient attention is the simulation of
humanness in action. This attitude might very well be called
the "yes- that ' s-just-what-a-man-would-do" viewpoint, and is, of
course, concerned primarily with emotional reactions, ^t is a
very old method of obtaining a realistic effect, having been
employed by Malory in his "Morte d' Arthur". I have in mind the
scene in which Launcelot, clandestinely visiting Guenevere in
hei apartment, is surprised by the traitor Mordred. Launcelot 1 s
reactions to this situation excite the iirjnediate sympathy of any
masculine reader. A similar case may be found in "Jack Wilton"
where the "unfortunate traveller" is surprised in his Roman
#
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lodging-house by brigands and is forced to watch his mistress
abducted and his hostess raped. This same characteristic may be
found in the writers under discussion although to varying
degrees.
The greatest use of this device In this period is made by
Fielding. his "Joseph Andrews" is almost entirely a compilation
of incidents and dllemnas in which "Joey" is placed in embar-
rassing situations, or if not "Joey," Parson Adams. It might be
said that the opening scones of the book wherein Lady Booby
attempt 3 to seduce Joseph are mock examples of this; the
satineis, of course, so obvious as not to require the slightest
mention* Perhaps this could be called a reversal of the
technique since one feels inclined to say of Joseph^ virtuous
behavior, "Thut f s just wh-.t a man would not do." Certainly that
was Fielding^ reaction to his character's own plight. Usually,
however, one feols a strong bond of sympathy with "Joey" and
the Parson in their misadventures, I shall cite a few examples
of situations in this novel where it seems to me that Fielding
was aiming at "humanness" of situation.
The first that suggests itself to my mind is the scene in
which Parson Adams, having rescued Fanny from a ravishcr, is
accused of being a thief. Fanny is also taken in as his accom-
plice and they are given a rather summary hearing before a
squire in his living-room. A wit has p rcelved Adam* s tucked-up
cassock and is having a great deal of fun matching Latin verses
with the clergyman who refuses to accept the bait until:
#
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"Adams could hold no longer: 'Friend
J
said her, 'I havt a boy not above eight years
old who would instruct thee that the last
verse runs thus:— "Ut sunt divorum, Mars,
Bacchus, Apollo, virorum." 'I'll hold thee
a guinea of that, 1 said the wit, throwing the
money on the table. 'And I 1 11 go you halves, 1
cries the other* 'Done' answered Adams; but
upon applying to his pocket he was forced to
retract, and own he had no money about him;
which set them all a laughing, and confirmed
the triumph of his adversary, which was not
moderate, any more than the approbation he
met with from the whole company who told
Adams he must go a little longer to school
before he attempted to attack that gentleman
in Latin. .
•
"The clerk now acquainted the justice that
among other suspicious things, as a penknife,
etc., found in Adam's pocket, they had dis-
covered a book, written, as he apprehended,
in cyphers: for no one could read a word of
it. 'Ay', says the justice, 'the fellow may
be in a plot against the government* Produce
the book' • Upon which the poor manuscript of
AEschylus, which Adams had transcribed with
his own hand, was brought forth; and the
justice, looking at it, shook his head, and,
turning to the prisoner, asked the meaning
of those cyphers. 'Cyphers?' answered Adams,
'it is a manuscript of AEschylus'. 'Who?'
said the justice. Adams repeated, 'AEschylus'
'A fictitious name rather, ' believe,' said
the justice. One of the company declared that
it looked very much like Greek. 'Greek?'
said the justice, 'why, 'tis all writing.'
'No,' says the other, *I don't postively say
it is so; for it is a very long time since I
have seen any Greek.' 'There's one,' says
he, turning to the parson of the parish, who
was present, 'will tell us immediately. Lhe
parson taking up the book. . .pronounced aloud,
'Aye, indeed it is a Greek manuscript...
beginning is
Aye Pollaki toi.
The
your name?' says
answered, 'It is
tain it'— »0l it
Mr. AEschylus his
the catechism in Greek. Aye,
'What's your name?'— 'Aye, what '
s
to banter me with a false name
the justice to Adams; who
AEschylus, and I will main-
is,' says the justice; 'make
mittimus. I will teach you
i »»
(1.)
•Joseph Andrews, Century Ed., 1904; pp 126-128
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Another instance of this attitude, also concerned with Parson
Adams, occurs toward the close of the book. The parson hears
screams in the night and rushes to the maiden* s assistance. The
supposed maiden is, however, Mrs. Slipslop, the old harridan
house-keeper, who is mistakenly receiving the attentions of the
lusty and unmasculine Didapper. In the dark the parson grasps
Didapper, whose skin is so soft and whose voice so low that the
rescuer, taking him for the injured one, goes to the bed, grasps
Mrs. Slipslop by the chin, on which is a stubble, and therefore
assuming her to be the rale assailant, grapples with her. Lady
Booby comes with a light, and the situation is explained, but
Adams, bewildered takes a wrong turn and goes to Fanny* s room.
He climbs into the bed, and, so used is he to sleeping on the
outer edge of his own bed, (a bit of training on the part of his
wife), fails to realize where he is and is mightily surprised in
the morning when Joseph comes in to wake Fanny. Joseph accuses
the parson of betraying him but this difficulty, too, is
explained away by Adams, whose discomfiture, in both these
encounters with accidental feminine bedfellows, is not only
humorous but pitiable. Here again, Fielding succeeds in creating
(10
in the reader* s mind a sympathy of the "What would I do in the
same situation", sort.
An interesting parallel appears at this point between
Smollett and Fielding. In "Roderick Random" two similar situa-
tions arise. The first in the early part of the book, deals with
(20
the servant Strap* s accidentally getting into bed with Captain
Hfeazel l s wile* Ji.*he incident is by no means as amusing as that in
^•Joseph Andrews; century Ed., 1904; pp. 306-311
2;.Roderick Random; Everyman Ed.; pp. 58-59

"Joseph Andrews," possibly because Strap is not as human a
character as is Parson Adams; more probably because Smollett was
writing solely to keep alive while Fielding enjoyed his writing
more than he did its profits: most probably, because there is an
innate difference between the two writers in their feelings
toward life* ^e re seems to be a sly, leering quality to
Smollett's humor; it is as though he had absorbed the true
roguish spirit from his continental masters. Fielding, on the
other hand, while quite as ribald as Smollett has a gusty
virility which has not a jot of the smutty about it, albeit he
is frequently as bawdy as any writer, using English as a
medium, ever was. ^he other parallel incident is on board his
majesty's sv ip "Thunder" whe^e Random has been accused of
mutinous designs. His Greek testament is produced, the char-
acters are called cypher, and his testimony is made worthless
by the ignorant chicanery of his accusers. This is a remarkable
(1.)
similarity. I do not say nor imply, necessarily, that Smollett
plagiarized Fielding, although it was perfectly possible for him
to do so. There are other likenesses. Joseph Andrews has an
adventure with highwaymen; so does Roderick: Joseph hears Mr.
Wilson recount tales of the fashionable life in London;
Roderick lives through similar experiences. There is a better
•
solution to this phenomenon than that offered so apparently by
accusation of plagiarism, and that is, that any "realistic" or
"episodic" novel of this time would of necessity contain these
incidents or related ones. SUch "goings-on" were part of the
1,
'life of the times Dut 1 shan say more of this suosequently.
.Roderick Random; Everyman Ed. pp. 187-189
r
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It may now be superfluous, but there is one more adventure
in "Roderick Random" which will illustrate this tendency to show
human frailty in action better than any other in all the books
under discussion. Roderick has gone to France, and while on the
road, has been traveling with a Capuchin friar, who is a lineal
descendant of Ghaucer*s "frere" or I am mistaken. This convivial
soul gets them a night 1 s lodging at a farmer's, and, &s they are
preparing to sleep in the barn, they are joined by the farmer's
two daughters. Random tVi en says, "I must own to my shame, that
I suffered mys elf to be overcome by my passion, and with great
eagerness seized the occasion when I understood the amiable
Nanette was to be my bedfellow. In vain did my reason suggest
the respect that I owed to my dear mistress Narcissa; the idea
of that lovely charmer rather increased than allayed the ferment
of my spirits; and the young paysanne la d no reason to complain
of my remembrance."
(1.)
That in these episodes Smollett was deliberately aiming at a
sympathetic understanding is obvious w^en we consider the follow.
ing statement from the preface to "Roderick Random",:
"The disgraces of Gil Bias are
...such as rather excite mirth than compassion:
he himself laughs at them; and his transi-
tions from distress to happiness, or at
least ease, are so sudden, that neither the
reader has time to pity him, nor himself
to be acquainted with affliction. This
conduct .. .not only deviates from probability,
but prevents that generous indignation which
ought to animate the reader against the sordid
and vicious disposition of the world."
CEL.)
Among the three authors, remaining to be discussed, with
regard to their use of this device, there is little choice.
•Roderick t-, , ^xws
- Random, Everyman Ed., p. 240
II. Ibid. pp. 4-5
r
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Swift uses it to some extent, Defoe tries to, and Richardson
almost works himself up into a state of hysteria in his attempts
to he "human". Let us look at Swift first. In "Gulliver's
Travels" these bits of "human interest" are not so much episodes
as they are in Smollett and Fielding, but rather mere touches of
color on the canvas. A few instances will suffice to show this.
When Gulliver has been tied down by the Lilliputians, after be-
ing fed, he thinks of attemtping to break his bonds once more but
is restrained by the memory of the pain resulting from the volley
of arrows released against him, on his first struggle. Again in
Brobdingnag, he scurries for shelter and nearly dies from fright
at the approach of one of the gigantic natives. Also from the
Brobdingnagian part is the disgust which he feels for the ladies'
maids who use him as a microscopic source of erotic stimulation:
the nausea which attacks him upon having his mouth and gullet
crammed with masticated food by the playful monkey; the ridicu-
lous boasting about England which he indulges in to the great
amusement of the king of Brobdingnag; and his righteous,
thoroughly human indignation in the prefacing letter to Cousin
Sympson, where he says, "Do these miserable animals (Yahoos)
presume to think that I am so degenerated as to defend my
veracity?" In all of these cases the reader is m ;de to feel a
(1.)
kinship with the helpless Gulliver in his difficult and be-
wildering situations.
Defoe presents a problem. For all his attempts to place his
haracters in situations tending to produce sympathy in the
eaaer f s DreasE ne almost invariably fails. Consider the
l.Gulliver's Travels; ed. S cott,

estimable Robinson on his desert island; surely a heart-rending
proposition for the protagonist or, through him, the reader to
face. But I have never found anyone who would admit to feeling
very sorry for him or who would admit even s possibility of
behaving in Robinson's fashion after being castaway. There is so
little of pathos in the story that a merry jingle rattles on
about "Poor old Robinson Cru-soe" although, not having heard it
for some years I cannot quote the remainder* ^here may be
several reasons for this apathy of the reader* In the first
place, Robinson is so very stupid; he blunders about at a great
rate, but the reader instead of feeling that this is precisely
how he himself would behave on a desert island, feels rather
that he could better Robinson 1 s performance with ease, Another
possible explanation is Robinson's sudden coversation; he "gets
religion", and having gotten it is very noisy about it, ^he
solution of this difficulty lies in a combination of the latter
point and another, which is: Defoe never created a character.
He surrounded his marionettes with a magnificent state setting
but they remained marionettes, as though Tony Sarg were to place
his creations on a stage in all their mechanical harness without
faces or costumes, Robinson suffers, not alone, from this defect
but in the midst of a great company; Roxana, the "fortunate
mistress" is an inhuman beast; Moll Flanders, her lower caste
sister under the skin, sinned incessantly and unknowingly,
Colonel Jack, likewise; Captain Singleton was too cold and
businesslike to be a real pirate. None of these people were ever
, or at least Defoe never made tnem so, and being at a
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loss is the soul and spirit of this semblance of humanness.
Closely allied to this wax-work stiffness is the sudden melting
into repentance which attacks these people* &nd at these vari-
ous points of conversion the reader may very well raise a
quizzical eyebrow and say again, "This is not just what a man
would do," for all these reprehensible characters, (even Robin-
son makes himself out to be a wastrel) repent loudly in act
five after having done very well for themselves in the under-
world. A great deal could be said on this subject but I shall
merely close the discussion by saying that Defoe, from his own
nature, was too practical and materialistic a man to be at all
interested in such an "enthusiastic" thing as emotion; he was
primarily interested, not in creating character but in sur-
rounding a lay figure with such a life-life •atmosphere th<\t,
like the broom in Dukas* "L f Apprenti© Sorciere" the inanimate
object moves, jerkily and grotesquely, it is true but effective-
ly.
The stout and benevolent Richardson also poses a question
to the investigator, in this matter* Undoubtedly the persecu-
tions undergone by the painfully inoffensive "Pam" are intended
to excite sympathy but is it sympathy of the sort we are dis-
cussing or is it a highly maudlin kind. Of course, I suppose,
when Pamela is being attacked by her master, Mr. B ; (the
influence of Fielding is so strong that I invariably think of
that misguided gentlemen as "Squire Booby") her reactions which
consist of screams and swooning would, to the feminine mind,
seem the logical 1'orm of behavior. However, I am inclined to
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to favor the idea that the average young lady in a similar sit-
uation would, beside screeching, administer some hearty cuffs,
kicks, and scratches where they would do the most good. Since
I am a male, this is not for me to say, but I think my masculine
read' rs will concur with me in my belief that the inestimable
Mr. B 1 s behavior is certainly not "just what a man would do".
I have not counted up the number of attempts made by that
monomaniac on "Pam ! s |; virtue but they are far too many for a
rational man. To be the main character in one or two such
ridiculous scenes would, it seems to me, cool the ardor of even
the most goatish of men. This is not by any manner of means
merely an opinion of mine; I have heard it expressed by almost
every man 1 know who has read the movingly emotional, but
reasonably farcical "Pamela", or "Virtue Rewarded". Thus I
conclude the discussion of the use of verisimilitude's simulation
of humanness in action and proceed to a closely associated
phase of this subject; bluntness in treating the coarseness of
life.
This fourth aspect of the technique of verisimilitude is an
effect which is usually achieved by not trying to idealize life
by a veil of aristocratic decorum, by removing the softening
screen of perspective, and by the use of red-blooded color
regardless of the comfort of the observer. This is a character
istic very closely associated with verisimilitude and not with,
say, the realism of the twentieth century, a point which might
be raised by the reader, "-^he difference lies, not in the
jrial presented but in the attitude of the author toward it.
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The bluntness of verisimilitude was in the nature of a revolt
against the sickly-sweet genteelness of the old romance, whereas
the bluntness of the twentieth century is not so much a revolt
as a crusade against the smugness and hypocrisy of the Victorian
era. These authors we are discussing were trying to tring the
novel down from the ethereal clouds of romance while the modern
writer is trying to raise the novel from the smugness of middle-
class respectability, so characteristic of a writer like Dickens
whose inability to face reality is clearly shown by the observa-
ble fact that all his repulsive, evil characters are funny,
caricatures, I may mention here that the bluntness of these
writers is sometimes not only the calling of a spade by its right
•
name but the introduction of a number of unnecessary spades to be
indentified as such* That these eighteenth century writers
frequently overdid their bluntness is no condemnation; the
pioneer frequently clears more land than he can handle or shoots
an extra bear now and then out of sheer high spirits.
I shall apply these kinds of bluntness, mentioned previous-
ly, to the authors in chronological order, since all of them,
not excluding the painfully proper Richardson, make use of this
device. Searching Defoe for examples of the first or negative
premise "not trying to idealize life by a veil of aristocratic
decorum", we find many instances. It will be sufficient merely
to mention the well known facts that Captain Singleton is a
pirate, Moll Flanders, a thief and a prostitute; Roxana, a
harlot and a thief on a larger scale; Colonel Jacque, a thief
and general Dad lot; in fact, in Defoe's novels all the main
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characters are members of the underworld save the respectable bu
willful Robinson. An author who would build novels around such
people was obviously keeping well away from anything aristo-
cratic; although Roxana may be said to be connected with aristo-
crats, her decorum is certainly not of that order. It may be
argued that formerly we have had such prose fictions as Jack
Wilton and The English Rogme but these people were fantastical
persons w^o robbed and raped out of sheer high spirits. Besides
it will be remembered that in such a plebian piece of writing as
Jack-o-Newberie, Deloney adopts a respectful pose and a differen
diction, when speaking of Duke Robert and the Lady Margaret 1 s
love affair. Another factor unquestionably influencing Defoe in
this direction was his dissenting ancestry; he could hardly have
been expected to have written about those very people whom his
ancestors so grimly harried about England after having indulged
in a bit of regicide.
Defoe also did his part toward removing any softening
screen of perspective which may have existed. This is best shovm
by an excerpt from his history of the plague in which he sets
forth a most macabre scene:
"This was a mournful sight in
deed, and affected me almost as much as
the rest; but the other was awful and
full of terror; the cart had in it
sixteen or seventeen bodies, some were
wrapped up in linen sheets, some in rugs,
some little other than naked, or so
loose, that what covering they had fell
from them in the shooting out of the
cart, and they fell quite naked among the
rest; but the natter was not much to them,
or the indecency much to anyone else, see-
mg they were all dead, and were to be
huddled together into the common grave of
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mankind, as we may well call it, for here
was no difference made, but poor and rich
went together; there was no other way of
burials, neither was it possible there
should, for coffins were not to be had for
the prodigious numbers that fell in such a
calamity as this.
(1.)
A gruesome enough description for anyone and there are many
others. I should like to suggest that a comparison might be
drawn between Defoe here and the modern writer, (critical
integrity forbids that he be called a novelist) Upton Sinclair,
who has spent the better part of his life shortening perspective
to the point of myopia. I shall dismiss the qualification of
red-bloodedness in Defoe by saying that I should dislike to take
he responsibility of calling anything Defoe by such a name.
Defoe is cold-blooded and for that very reason there is no color
to what would be in other hands virile description. The sea
fights of Singleton are prosaic affairs compared with one of
Smollett's with brains splashing about the decks and drummers
having large holes pushed through them by round shot. If this
treatise were devoted to Defoe entirely I should attempt to show
that Defoe is invariably unemotional, but since it is not, let
me say that Defoe is the journalist who reports what happened
and nothing else.
In dealing with Swift on this matter of bluntness we must
continually keep in mind his purpose of satire, since it is prima
facie evidence that at least two of these attributes of blunt-
ness will be found in his work, and almost equally certain proof
that the third will not. Since Swift's purpose was to satirize
England In particular and mankind in general we would not expect
1. Journal of the Plague Year; ed; Maynadier, p. 71
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to find aristocratic decorum pictured by him save in mockery
—
and so it is. The account of Lilliput, as commentator after
commentator has pointed out, is a direct satire on the English
court of the period. We have been told whom each character
named represents, what the various prize ribbons symbolized in
English court life, what the gymnastics represented, in short,
Swift ! s self-appointed interpreters have left no doubt in our
minds that Gulliver is an attack on the foibles and affectations
in man ! s manners. A figure might be made comparing Gulliver to
a symphony whose first or Lilliputian movement features the
penetrating brasses; the second, Brobdingnagian movement, milder,
and alternating betv/een the string and woodwind choirs; the
third, Laputa, or comic movement gives ample opportunity for
virtuosity on the part of the player of the bassoon, the clown
of the orchestra; and the finale or Houyhnhnm movement utilizes
not only the full orchestra but all the noisy traps of the agile
sound, effect man, and, as a contrast to the first three move-
ments, written with the studied ignoring of melody and harmony,
so characteristic of Stravinsky or Prokofieff . It would be not
only stupid but insulting if I were to observe more than that
such a symphony of satire must obviously be designed for tearing
to shreds all the veils of society and among them that of
aristocratic decorum is not the last to go.
It follows from this that the effect of softened perspective
produced by this veil must also be destroyed along with its cause
and so we find in Swift, not only clear vision but a microscopic
intensity of focus, literally in the Brobdingnag portion of the
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tale and, figuratively, in the case of the Yahoos. It seems to
me necessary to point out at this time that along with this
deliberate close- scrutiny there is a lack of red-blooded color,
or if there is blood it is gangrenous and scarcely red. There
is coarseness, there is obscenity, but it is savage and bitter—
and sexless; not the lusty masculinity of Fielding, Smollett or
Sterne, (whom we are not discussing but who is a case in point,
here.) It is rather, the retching of a man disgusted to the
point of nausea with the foetid exhalations from that filthy
body called humanity and Swift's inclusion of nasty, repulsively
obscene actions in his writing is almost out and out masochism.
These things can not be called red-blooded; the haemoglobin has
broken down into a pasty yellow. I shall mention a few of these
instances, disgusting as they are and as they were intended to
be. While in Lilliput the queen's castle catches fire and
Gulliver puts it out by urinating on it; also in Lilliput he
describes in some detail the method employed by the Lilliputians
in disposing of his faeces. The Brobdingnagian episode is much
worse. He is speaking of the flies which were as big as a lark
and bothered him. "They would sometimes alight upon my victuals,
and leave their loathsome excrement or spawn behind, which to me
was very visible though not to the natives of that country ..."
U.J
Sere perspective has been removed with a vengeance. The wait-
ing maids at the palace also had an annoying he bit of stripping
Gulliver from top to toe and laying him between their breasts
which disgusted him very much because of the odor of their skins
Another passage, very uncomplimentary zo reminine pulchritude, I
1. Gulliver's Travels; ed. Scott; p. 153
„
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quote
:
"That which gave me most unease-
iness among these maids of honor..*
was to see them use me without any
manner of ceremony, like a creature
who had no sort of consequences, for
they would strip themselves to the skin
and put on their smocks in my presence,
while I was placed on their toilet,
which I am sure to me was very far from
being a tempting sight, or from giving
me any other emotions than those of
horror or disgust; their skins appeared
so coarse and uneven, so variously
colored, when I saw them near, with a
mole here and there as broad as a tren-
cher, and hairs hanging from it thicker
than pack threads, to say nothing farther
concerning the rest of their persons.
Neither did they at all scruple, while I
was by, to discharge what they had drank,
to the quantity of at least two hogs-
heads, in a vessel that held above three
tuns. The handsomest among these maids
of honour, a pleasant, frolicsome girl
of sixteen, would sometimes set me astride
one of her nipples, with many other tricks,
wherein the reader will excuse me for not
being over particular."
(1.)
I think I have shown that there is nothing red-blooded in this
bluntness of Swifts nor does he ever introduce anything of that
sort. There are no fights or battles with attendant gore nor
any amours to be lasciviously, but lusciously, described. It is
all brutal and coarse and becomes increasingly so in the chapter
on the Yahoos. I have never seen it mentioned but I would wager
that Swift thought the female nude, and, I daresay, the male, far
from beautiful, without the additional intensity of the
Brobdingnagian microscopy. This aspect of Swift, then, I should
choose to call misanthropic verisimilitude since it apes the
Dluntness of the technique but aims at inculcating some of the
author's bitterness.
1. Gulliver's Travels, Swift, ed. Scott, pp. 144-145
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Richardson, as a contrast is not blunt at all, for, in the
first place "He looked on himself as a moral reformer, and in
the preface to Pamela he sets forth a portentous list of
f desirable ends 1 that are 'attained within these sheets'. After
(1.)
an author has pointed out what a moral purpose he has, it is
almost lese majeste to point out that he is crude, or vulgar,
or "basically immoral, for he will answer by repeating that his
purpose is to make sin repulsive; ergo, a blow at him is a blow
for Satan, I am not investigating contemporary critical
comments on these writers but it is my purpose in this digressior
to point out that Swift* s motive consisted of an infinitely
clearer flame than Richardson's, but the latter was regarded as
a diet for young ladies, high in nutritive content, and I
question very much whether unexpurgated Swift was not considered
to be a bit highly spiced for the virginal, mental, gastro-
intestinal tract. We must look not for bluntness in Richardson
for other reasons, Bluntness implied a divergence from aristo-
cratic decorum, but in Richardson we have the always ridiculous
sight of a lower or middle- class person trying to write about
high-society; that he failed as many like him have since done,
is obvious even if we had not the contemporary letters of Lady
Mary Montague, who, while not decrying Richardson's emotional
power, says that his attempts to describe a life about which he
knew nothing were nothing short of ludicious. We observe this
in the scenes shortly before and, apparently, forever after
Pamela's "shotgun" marriage in which the impelling implement was
i
1
not a double-barrelled twelve-guage but Mr, B 's visceral itch
.The English novel; Raleigh, Sir Walter; p. 152
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As to the second point or obvious removal of the perspective
screen, there do seem to he small quantities of this method in
Pamela. The scenes in which Mr, B , attempts Pamela, and with
which by now I imagine the r; ader is as overfed as I am, may be
said to be presented in close-up, to some extent, but it is not
obviously so. After all, Pamela deals with emotions and not
actions, for the whole of Pamela could be expressed in one short
paragraph if Pamela's introspection were excised. This lack of
action makes for an equal paucity of red-bloodedness , if a book
of this sort could be said to be red-blooded at all. There is
one set-to between Pamela and Mrs. Jewkes, (who might be the
original for whom the illustrious American Jukeses were named)
in which the latter knocks Pamela down, but Pamela, who is a
submissive wench in body, does not get up and attack the old
pander, tooth and nail, as we would expect, but even if she had,
[I hold with a good many other men the opinion that fighting
women are a repulsive rather than a stunning sight) it would not
be red-blooded. As the first introspectionish in English litera-
ture we must say that Kichardson exhibits very little of the
Dluntness necessary to a complete verisimilitudinous technique
and go on to two authors who plow through life very bluntly
indeed.
Of Fielding and Smollett the former comes first not only
chronologically but in grade of writing: qualitatively he is as
blunt as Smollett; quantitatively, No. Does Fielding refrain
from idealizing aristocratic decorum? Rather. As a natter of
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fact he seems to delight in tramping through the flower-beds of
manners with very earthy boots. Surely the hot and lecherous
Lady Booby will serve as sufficient example. It might be point-
ed out to me that her conduct and her nephew* s (in Pamela) are
very similar but I should politely point out this is not so be-
cause Lady Booby is plausible while Mr. .other examples of
this lack of aristocratic decorum are to be found in the inter-
polated story of "Leonora, the unfortunate jilt" where Fielding
has a great deal of fun with the popinjay, Bellarmine, and with
Frenchified and Italianate Englishmen in general, and in the
conversation, toward the close of the book, between Lady Booby
and Beau Didapper, which runs as follows:
"The parson and his company retreated
from the chimney- side, where they had been
seated, to give room to the lady and hero*
Instead of returning any of the curtsies or
extraordinary civility of Mr. Adams, the
lady, turning to Mr. Booby, cried out, * Quelle
Betel Quel Animalt 1 and presently after
discovering Fanny (for she did not need the
circumstance of her standing by Joseph to
assure the identity of her person), she asked
the beau whether he did not think her a
pretty girl?-- 'Begad, madam 1 , answered he,
''tis the very same I met.' 'I did not
imagine, 1 replied the lady, 'you had so
good a taste . '-- 'Because I never liked you,
I warrant,' cries the beau. ' Ridiculous I
'
said she: 'You know you was always my
aversion.' 'I would never mention aversion,'
answered the beau, 'with that face; dear Lady
Booby, wash your face before you mention
aversion, I beseech you." He then laughed
and turned about to coquet it with Fanny.
(1.)
This will serve nicely to conclude my discussion of Fielding's
contempt of aristocratic decorum, and may I add that the cited
conversation could be bodily transplanted, with a few changes in
diction, and substituted for many a twentieth century bit of
1. Joseph Andrews, Century Ed.; pp. 238-289
t*-
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dalliance without anyone being the wiser.
As a remover of perspective Fielding is one of the best*
The scene in which Joseph is held up, and, after politely hand-
ing over his money is told to strip, will do as a first example
of this "life in the raw". Joseph talks althgether too much to
suit his assailants and one of them snaps a pistol at his head
while the other aims a blow at him with a cudgel, which Joseph,
used to stickplay, parries and knocks the fellow down with his
own club, ^he other robber knocks Joseph down with his pistol
butt and they club him and leave him, stripped. To prove the
verisimilitudinous character of this scene it is necessary only
to consider that in a romance Joseph would induitably have come
off top-dog by thoroughly putting the robbers to rout, while in
a realistic piece he would hardly have talked back with a pistol
levelled at his temple, even though it were an eighteenth cen-
tury weapon instead of the more efficient Luger, affected by
modern, highwaymen, as I understand. The second case in which
I shall show Fielding in the act of removing perspective is in
the termagant squabble between Lady Booby and her maid, Mrs.
Slip-slop, which should have done away with the tradition of the
dignified, reserved mistress and the subservient servant before
it was started. The row starts because Lady Booby, after
ineffectually attempting to seduce Joseph, tells Mrs. Slipslop
to dismiss him but the latter who also has designs on Joseph
remonstrates as follows:
"I am sorry for it,« cries Slip-slop,
•and if I had known you would have punished
—the poor lad 30 sovei 'lv, vou should never
have heard a particle of the matter. Here's
i
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a fuss indeed about nothing
I
1 'Nothingl,
returned my lady, 'Do you think I will counten-
ance lewdness in my house? 1 ! If you will turn
away every footman,' said Slipslop, 'that is a
lover of the sport, you must soon open the coach
door yourself, or get a set of mophrodites to
wait upon you; and I am sure I hated the sight
of them even singing in opera.' 'Do as I bid
you,' says my lady, 'and don't shock my ears
with your beastly language.' 'Ma-jry come up,
people's ears are sometimes the nicest part
about them. '
"
(1.)
And so it goes, hammer and tongs with a chuckle for the
reader and the ring of truth behind the trassplating of comedy.
To turn to Fielding for samples of red-bloodedness is like
looking for coal in Carbondale, Illinois, to Americanize the
British simile. No one ever questioned the virile quality of
Fielding's writing any more than at present one questions the
feminity of Magaret Ayer Barnes. I shall cite three examples;
one, which I have already mentioned deals with -Parson Adam's
rescue of Fa ny and contains a description of as good a fight as
exists in English literature, but not I may add in the "good
old English fashion", whatever that may be, but tumbling about
on the ground, catch-as- catch-can, no holds barred but the
strangle and that, too, allowed you can apply it. The second
instance occurs in the narration by Mr. Wilson of his life in
which he goes into a history of his sex-life in some detail
not omitting the several times when his offerings at Astarte's
shrine were returned in the form of poxes and other unpleasant-
nesses, usually the rewards of extensive rather than intensive
sexuality. This is too long to quote but is red-blooded enough
if our criterion is the extent to which the author disregards the
1
reader's probably overestimated delicate sensibilities. The
.Joseph Andrews, Century Ed.; p. 27
i!!
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passage which will be directly quoted is taken from that portion
of the narrative which deals with the efforts of the customary
lecherous country squire to get possession of Fanny. Various
incidents lead up to the situation but suffice it to say that
Fanny, Joseph, and Parson Adams have taken refuge in an inn
where they are now beset by several camp-followers of the squire
The scene continues:
"The captain swore he had no leisure to
talk, and, bidding them thank themselves for
what happened, he ordered the servants to
fall on, endeavoring at the same time to pass
by Adams in order to lay hold on Fanny, but the
parson interrupting him, received a blow from
one of them, which, without considering whence
it came, he returned to the captain, and gave
him so dexterous a knock in that p art of the
stomach which is vulgarly called the pit, that
he staggered some paces backwards* The captain,
who was not accustomed to this kind of play,
and who wisely apprehended the consequences of
such a blow, two of them seeming equal to a
thrust through the body, drew forth his hanger,
as Adams approached him, and was levelling a
blow at his head which would probably have
silenced the preacher forever, had not Joseph,
in that instant lifted up a certain huge, stone
pot of the chamber with one hand, which six beaux
could not have lifted with both, and discharged
it, together with the contents full in the cap-
tains face. The uplifted hanger dropped from
his hand and he fell prostrated on the floor with
a lumpish noise, and his half pence rattled in
his pocket; the red liquor which his veins con-
tained and the white liquor which the pot con-
tained ran in one stream down his face and his
clothes. Nor had Adams quite escaped, some of
the water in its passage having shed its honours
on his head, and b^ ->-an to trickle down the
wrinkles or rather furrows of his cheeks, when
one of the servants, snatching a mop out of a
pail of water, which had already done its duty
in washing the house, pushed it in the parson's
face; yet could not he bear him down, for the
parson, wresting the mop from the fellow with
one hand, with the other brought his enemy as
low aa the earth, having given -him -a- stroke over
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that part of the face where in some men of
pleasure the natural and artificial noses are
conjoined.
"
(1.)
Ultimately the champions are subdued and, Fanny, is led off
noisy and unwilling, and one of the most spectacular fights in
English literature is finished.
Turning to Smollett we find this aspect of bluntness be-
coming almost the theme of the novel, for Smollett, viewing life
as he did from the picaresque point of view was almost, duty
bound to refrain from idealizing life by a veil of aristocratic
decorum, to remove perspective, and to supply the reader with
plenty of red-blooded color. As in "Joseph Andrews", so, too,
in "Roderick Random" do the aristocratic characters behave in
anything but an idealistic fashion. We have only to observe the
behavior of Roderick's grandfather to .him to prove this. There
is further evidence throughout the book: Captain Oakum of his
majesty 1 s ship "Thunder" is an ignorant, cruel, opinionated ass;
Earl Strutwell, is superficial, something of a thief, and a
pervert. In fact that section of the book which deals with
Roderick's second attack on London, chapters forty-five through
sixty, is a rather uncomplimentary picture of ^ondon society
with its intrigues, its gambling, and general dissoluteness.
There can be no question but that the "ladies" and "gentlemen"
of Smollett are worse behaved and far more repellent creatures
than are Fielding's, probably, as I have before intimated be-
cause the latter has a geniality which is completely lacking
in Smollett.
1. Joseph Andrews
,
Century Ed. pp.. 232-233
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In the matter of removing the softening screen of perspec-
tive Smollett also does a very excellent piece of work to
support which statement I shall use three instances, Xhe first
is the interpolated story of Miss Williams and presents the
moving tale of the downfall of a young girl; the episodes deal-
ing with her life as a prostitute definitely destroy any concep-
tion of the harlot as a "fille de joy" for the unfortunate Miss
Williams is battered from pillar to post, and she constantly
fears that her condition will become worse. she tells Random:
"I have often seen while strolling about
the street at midnight, a number of naked
wretches reduced to rags and filth, huddled
together like swine in a corner of a dark
alley; some of whom, but eighteen months be-
fore, I had known the favorites of the town,
rolling in affluence and glittering in all the
pomp of equipage and dress* And indeed the
gradation is easily conceived. The most
fashionable woman of the town is as liable
to contagion as one in a much humbler sphere;
she infects her admirers, her situation is
public; she is avoided, neglected, unable to
support her usual ppearance, which, however
she strives to maintain as long as possible;
her credit fails, she is obliged to retrench,
and become a nightwalker; her malady gains ground;
she tampers with her constitution and ruins
it; her complexion fades; she grows nauseous
to everybody; finds herself reduced to a starv-
ing condition; is tempted to pick pockets: is
detected; comi.iitted to Newgate where she re-
mains in a miserable condition till she is
discharged, because the plaintiff v/ill not
appear to prosecute her. Nobody will afford
her lodgings; the sur.ptoms of her distemper
are grown outrageous; she sues to be admitted
to a hospital where she is cured at the ex-
pense of her nose; she is turned out naked into
the streets, depends upon the adresses of the
lowest class, is fain to allay the rage of
hunger and cold with gin; degenerates into a
brutal insensibility, rots and dies upon a
dunghill."
1.
\ )
Roderick Random, Everyman Ed.; pp. 141-142
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As a counter- irritant for the Dubarry—Nell Gwynne tradition of
prostitution this picture is excellent. Of course, Defoe had
treated of the same profession in his "Roxana" and "Moll Flanders
but neither of those ladies came to such a repulsive end;
neither by the way, did Miss Williams, but at least she recog-
nized the possibility.
The next two instances will be taken from Smollett's treat-
ment of the army and navy. In this he night be accused of
Anglophilia, since Random's experience with military life is
Obtained in the French army, if his picture of life in the
ritish navy were not even more strongly displayed in its true
•
colors. Random joins the navy, not as he first intended, will-
ingly, but by means of a press gang which brutally abducts him.
As I have said before Random becomes a surgeon's assistant and
it is in this post that he observes and records the thorough go-
ing black-guardism of the English officers. As an example I
shall quote from Random's description of the head surgeon's
treatment of the men in the sick-bay. They are haled on deck at
Captain Oakum's command and the following scene takes place:
"The first who came under his cognisance
nisance was a poor fellow just freed of a
fever, which had weakened him so much that
he could hardly stand. Mr, Mackshane (for
that was the doctor's name) having felt his
pulse protested he was as well as any man in
the world; and the captain delivered him
over to the boatswain's mate, with orders
that he shold receive a round dozen at the
gangway immediately for counterfeiting him-
self sick: but before the discipline could
be executed, the man dropped down on the
deck and had well-nigh perished under the
hands of the executioner. The next patient
to be considered,—laboured under a quartan
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Are these the
ague, and being then in his interval
of health, discovered no other symptoms
of distemper than a pale meagre countenance
and emaciated "body; upon which he was
declared fit for duty, and turned over
to the boatswain: but being resolved to
disgrace the doctor, died upon the fore-
castle the next day during his cold fit.
The third complained of a pluritic stitch
and spitting of blood; for which Doctor
Mackshane prescribed exercise at the
pump to promote expectoration: but
whether this was improper for one in his
situation or that it was used to excess,
I know not; for in less than half an
hour he was suffocated with a deluge of
blood that issued from his lungs, A
fourth. .. climbed to the quarter deck, be-
ing loaded with. • .dropsy, that invaded
his chest so much that he could scarce
fetch his breath; but his disease being
interpreted into fat, occasioned by idle-
ness and excess of eating, he was ordered,
with a view to promote perspiration, and
enlarge his chest to go aloft immediately:
it was in vain for this unwieldly wretch
to allege his utter incapacity; the
boatswain* s driver was commanded to whip
him up with a cat-o ' -nine-tails : the
smart of this application made him exert
himself so much that he arrived at the
puttock shrouds; but when the enormous
weight of his body had nothing else to
support it than his weakened arms, either
out of spite of necessity, he quitted his
hold and plumped into the sea, where he
must have been drowned, had not a sailor,
who was in a boat alongside saved his
life by keeping him afloat till he was
hoisted on board by a tackle."
(1.)
jolly tars of the king's navy, ruddy of face and
rugged of body; jovial of expression and jolly of spirit? Per-
haps, but it seems to me that it is a very depressing picture
and an admirable close-up without benefit of perspective
•
The army episode is briefer, undoubtedly because Smollett
had been in the navy but he knew little of the army and his
Roderick Random; Everyman Ed., pp. 161-162
•«
1
-
t
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knowledge of the French array must have been even less. In this
incident, Random is in France and having been generally robbed
and mistreated joins a regiment on the march. The tramping
proves too much for the plump Random, who is pretty thoroughly
chafed as a result. One of his comrades makes sport of him but
Roderick has some views of his own as follows:
"I was amazed at the infatuation which
possessed him; and could not help expressing
my astonishment at the absurdity of a ration-
al being, who thinks himself highly honored
in being permitted to encounter abject poverty,
oppression, famine, disease, mutilation, and
evident death, merely to gratify the vicious
ambition of a prince."
(1.)
"It was the fate of the grenadier company,
to which I now belonged, to lie at Rheims,
where I found myself in the utmost want of
everything; my pay, which amounted to five
sols a day, far from supplying me with necessaries,
being scarce sufficient to procure a wretched
subsistence, to keep body and sould together;
so that I was, by hunger and hard duty, brought
down to the meagre condition of my fellow-
soldiers, and my linen reduced from three
tolerable shirts to two pair of sleeves and
necks, the bodies having been long ago con-
verted into spatterdashes..."
(2.)
So apparently the army, seen from the inside, is ; s distressing
a place as the navy and both suffer from being seen in the
close-up.
Smollett^ red-bloodedness is everywhere apparent. He is
profane, bawdy, and vulgar. For instance, "0 Christ I Christ
I
fat a saight is here?" says a friend of btrap f s and then con-
(3.)
tinues to say "0 Christ I" whenever he appears in the tale, an
expletive which loses effectiveness by repetition. Captain
Oakum makes the following delicate speech, "Look at those lazy
1.
2.
3.
Roderick Random, Everyman, Ed., pp. 244-245
Ibid, p. 249
^id, p. 73
i
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sons of bitches..." There are other charming little episodes.
(1.)
Roderick and Strap stop at an inn; "about midnight, my compardorfs
bowels being disordered, he got up, in order to go backward;"
(2.)
complications ensue and the fiery Captain Weazel "snatched up
the vessel he had just before filled and emptied it at once upon
the astonished barber and his own wife," There is a great deal
(3.)
of promiscuous sleeping, the result of somnambulism sometimes,
at others deliberate. There is another kind of red-bloodednes
s
and probably the best example of it is Random's experience on
board ship in a battle. He has been tied down to the deck for
insubordination. Captain Oakum picks a fight with a French ship
and Random, chained as he is, describes the action,
"...however, I concealed my agitation as well
as I could, till the head of the officer of marines,
who stood near me being shot off bounced from the
deck athwart my face, leaving me well-nigh blinded
with brains, I could contain my self no longer,
but began to bellow with all the strength of my
lungs: When a drummer coming toward me asked if I
was wounded? and before I could answer, received a
great shot in his belly, wMch tore out his entrails
and he fell flat on my breast. This accident en-
tirely bereft me of all discretion: I redoubled my
cries, which were drowned by the noise of battle,
and finding myself disregarded, lost all patience
and became frantic: I vented my rage in oaths and
execrations till my spirits being quite exhausted,
I remained quiet and insensible of the load that
oppressed me,"
U-)
This is even more red-blooded, in one sense, than the fight with
which I closed my discussion of Fielding, but here again there
is a difference between the two authors, for Smollett's horrible
while Fielding's battle has a swing, although poor Joseph and
the parson were nearly as much in danger as Roderick,
It rtoaeirtck nanctom, li-veryman ^Ea,
, p, lbi
2. Ibid, p. 58
3. Ibid, p. 58
4. Ibid, p. 170
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In this treatment of bluntness I have tried to show its
appearance in the eighteenth century novel, its primitiveness as
realism, and its frequent lack of effectiveness through over-
exertion on the part of the author. This bluntness leads us,
however, to the fifth and last consideration of the special
phases of verisimilitude for we now come to a less specific sub-
ject, that of a denial that the main character is an evidence of
aristocratic decorum, and a shift of emphasis to exploit, or, in
other words, taking the posture of grand manners out of the
narrative. The close association between this and the negative
attitude, on the part of these authors, toward trying to idealize
life by a veil of aristocratic decorum, is devious but the differ-
ence is less so send will be discussed in the ensuing pages.
To substantiate this point it is only necessary to glance
at the protagonists of these various novels. Let us look first
at Defoe. I have laready mentioned that his chief characters
come from the lower strata of society and most of them from
among the underworld, but let me briefly review them. Robinson
Crusoe, while respectable enough is surely not an aristocrat, he
is a plain simple man, unimaginative, basically honest. Moll
Flanders, the harlot and petty thief is far from aristocratic,
but in spite of her questionable mode of life is far from being
a vicious or depraved creature. Captain Singleton for all his
cold-blooded piracy is not ferocious; he is honorable enough in
his dealings and he is, by birth apparently, an aristocrat but
lis training has been entirely in another direction. Colonel
Jacque reforms, if being a successful army officer of the period
can be called leading a reformed life, but he is a child of the
I
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streets. The saddler-nar ator of the journal of the plague year
is surely a middle- clas s person hut his bravery, in staying in
London, would be foil enough for any romantic knight errantry if
Defoe had not minimized it. The hero of the "Memoirs of a
Cavalier" is an aristocrat, ard so is Roxana, the only really
despicable character in Defoe. With the exception of the last
two, Defoe *s main characters are all common people. So, too,
is Swift f s Gulliver, a plain seafaring man, of good antecedents
and Odysseus-life proclivities. The fair and virtuous Pamela is
a maid, an extraordinary maid, to be sure, but nevertheless one
of the lower classes of England and far from an aristocrat by
birth, or by personality. Her brother, the excellent Joseph
Andrews, is also a servant, a footman to be exact, albeit as
extraordinary in his position as Pamela was in hers. Tom Jones
Is of the same ilk as Joseph without Joseph* s improbable virtue,
which Fielding had the good sense to imperceptibly delete from
the latter 1 s character as the story progressed. Finally,
Smollett* s Roderick Random, Ferdinand, Count Fathom, Peregrine
Pickle, and Humphrey Clinker are all rogues or servants, what-
ever Smollett made their antecedents out to be when searching
for a surprise ending. All of the above characters need not be
defended as forming a general denial of aristocratic behavior-
codes. It was a return, in English literature, not only to the
methods and characters of Deloney and Nashe, but also to their
episodic technique.
This return is no less a fact, even when we consider that
the technique was modified so as to form a connected story. It
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was only logical that this should be the case since these later
writers were definitely playing to an audience but as is well
known, neither Nashe ' s Jacke Wilton nor Deloney ! s Thomas o'
Reading or Jacke o' Newberie received much attention from con-
temporaries. But since exploit looms so large in these early
eighteenth century novels we will do well to consider it brief-
ly* Its use, in the works under consideration, is largely to
bolster up and justify the creation of unaristocratic chief
characters. The romance had its knights and those worthies per-
formed what James Branch Cabell would call "high, valorous deedsf
and other extravagant feats of derring-do* Our new serving-man
heroes must also perform heroic exploits but these must be in
keeping with their characters. Consequently human resourceful-
ness becomes the new criterion for judging the nobility of an
action and to justify the recounting of them in the literature
of the common natural man* Viewed in this light Joseph Andrew 1 s
journey with Fanny becomes as heroic and noble as is Launcelot's
protective elopement with the queen to Joyous Garde; Roderick
Random's vicissitudes in search of fame and fortune become equal
in sentiment, if not in tone, to Galahad's search for the Holy
Grail; and Pamela's passive resi tance to her master's lust is
as moving and spiritual as are the submissions of Chaucer's
Coustance or Griselde to persecution. To conclude, we have
reached a point in English letters where the natural man and his
natural acts have superseded the tarnished cloth of gold and
rusty maces of the early romances. It is realism of a sort,
primitive realism aa—£=havo befwe men£4g*iod. and tho fivo as-
pects of verisimilitude which ± have discussed are the reasons
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both for the crudity and the realism.
It is now time to close this chapter and begin the compara-
tive investigation which I mentioned some pages earlier but be-
fore doing so let me summarize the findings of this chapter.
They may, I think, be stated as follows:
1. Practical imagination-
found chiefly in Defoe, Swift, and Smollett
2. Humanness in action or an attempt to call
forth objective sympathy from the reader.
found chiefly in Fielding and Smollett but
not absent from Richardson.
3. Detail as circumstantial evidence -
notably lacking in Richardson
4. Bluntness for its own sake, usually connected
with exploit, and used solely as drama, rather
than as a unit working toward the total effect
of the novel -
found chiefly in Swift, Fielding, and
Smollett but present in the others
5. Use of the common man as protagonist -
used equally by all the authors with the
exceptions of Richardson's "Sir Charles
Grandison", Defoe's "Memoirs of a Cavalier"
and "Roxana", and Smollett's "Humphrey
Clinker".
I(
L.
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Chapter III
In discussing the realism of modern writers which achieves
its effect without using the frequently clumsy verisimilitude of
the eighteenth century, I shall merely present several examples,
obviously realism, and obviously attained without the use of
verisimilitude. The means by which this realism is obtained is,
in all cases, psychological or emotional- -impressionistic,
rhere are no practical details, there is little or no circum-
stantial evidence, ^n these selections there may be humanness
but it partakes not a jot of the "That's just what a man would
do" spirit, because such an attitude is not focussed upon, as it
Was in Fielding and Smollett, nor will we find spades being
lugged in merely for the purpose of being specified and classi-
fied. The spectre of aristocratic decorum has now been
destroyed for some time, so that the modern novelist, (with the
exception of some Marxian writers who are neither modern nor
lovellsts, notably Upton Sinclair) is under no compulsion to make
lis hero a common man; he may if he chooses, but he is not
sxpected to do so. The modern, realistic novelist is, however,
sxpected to write about what has fallen within his own experience
and to avoid as much as possible that which has not. There is a
question here as to whether this conception of the author's fielc
arose from a gradual disuse of exploit as a device or whether
exploit was dropped as this viewpoint intrenched itself more
strongly, I shall treat this point more explicitly later, I
shall now produce for purposes of comparison, excerpts from four
tiotlern-110veils la, Lwu British ana two American,
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The first of these is John Dos Possos, a painter of word-
murals based on the American scene. He uses a modified stream-
of consciousness technique, which may be easily illustrated by
quotation as follows:
"Scraps of mist flew past cutting patches
out of their view of the bay and the valleys
and the shadowed mountains. When they went
round to the seaward side an icy wind was
shrilling through everything. A churning mass
of fog was welling up from the sea like a
tidal wave. She gripped his arm. ! 0h, this
scares me, Fainy. 1 Then suddenly he told her
that ^e'd given up his iob. She looked up at
him frightened and shivering in the cold wind
and little and helpless; tears began to run
down either side of her nose. 'But I thought
you oved me Fenian...Do you think its been
easy for me waitin for you all this time,
want in you and lovin you? Oh, I thought you
loved me? 1
He put his arm around her. He couldn't say
anything. They started walking toward the
gravity car."
(1.)
There is pathos and a sympathy-stirring situation without any
tricks being necessary to produce the desired effects, that is,
no obvious tricks, such as we might expect to find in Defoe. I
shall quote one more example from Dos Possos which represents
an interpolation in the "Forty-Second Parallel" called "The
Camera Eye". He intersperses the whole book with these, and
other purely impressionistic bits which he calls "Newsreel."
"When the streetcar men went out on strike
in Lawrence in sympathy with wh^t the hell
they were a lot of woos anyway, bohunks, hunkies
that didn't wash their necks ate garlic with
squalling brats and fat oily wives, the damn
dagoes, they put up a notice for volunteers
good clean young
to man the streetcars and show the foreign
agitators this was still a white man's...
Well this fellow lived in Matthews and he'd
1.The Forty Second Parallel; Dos Possos, John; p. 11
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always wanted to be a streetcar conductor...
they said Mr. Grove r had been a streetcar
conductor in Albany and drank and was seen
on the street with floosies...
Well this fellow lived in Matthews and he
went over to Lawrence with his roommate and
they reported in Lawrence and people yelled
at them Blacklegs Scabs but those that weren't
wops were muckers a low element. They liked
each other a lot this fellow did and his room-
mate and he got up on the platform and twirled
the bright brass handle and clanged the bell.
It was in the carbarn. His roommate was
fiddling with something between the bumpers
and this fellow twirled the shiny brass handle
and the car started and he ran down his room-
mate and his head was mashed just like that
between the bumpers, killed him dead just like
that right there in the carbarn and now the
fellow's got to face his roommates folks."
(1.)
There is as stark a piece of realism as one is likely to find
anywhere in his reading and like the first instance acl ieved
without tricks, but without the creaking machinery of Defoe or
Swift's legerdemain. Dos Possos ' technique might be called
collectivism and his chief concern is in tying the novel to-
gether without intruding the omniscient author, ar.d yet writing
in the third person. This he does by using what he calls
Camera Eye and News Reel interspersions, which provide for
transition in time and set the stage for the ensuing action.
Stylistic, depersonalized, and mechanistic as this method is it
is fascinating to watch in operation. The news reel sections
are printed in different type and seem to be a hodge-podge of
newspaper headlines, contemporary slang, popular songs, and
slogans. Now and again a brief biography is presented, in the
temper of the. period. To be frank, Dos Possos deserves a
separate thesis but these are the essentials of his style.
The Forty Second Parallel; Dos Possos; p. 253
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The next modern author to be considered is also an American,
F. Scott Fitzgerald, This man, one of the self-admitted lost
generation produces realism by a method which might be called th<
variestistic . Fitzgerald, probably because he is not a great
writer, although in such situations cause and effect are some-
times difficult to assign, uses different techniques in the same
story, which undeniably makes for entertainment but is equally
undeniably opposed to modal coherence. At one time he will
present a bit of stream of consciousness, at another, brisk
dialogue and again he will slip into direct author's narrative.
I am not, however, criticizing these modern writers but merely
using them for comparison and, in order to rake the contrast
stronger, or more definite, explaining briefly their methods.
Naturally it will be impossible to illustrate any of these moden
technique's fully within the confines of this work.
The selections to be quoted are from Fitzgerald's "All the
Sad Young Men", a volume of short stories. The first is taken
from "Hot and Cold Blood." It is a pathetic tale based on emo-
tion and h iving a surprise ending. One of the most important
details is the weather. It is an exceedingly hot day.
"The twilight was hotter still an hour
later as he stood at the corner waiting for
his car. The trolley-ride to his house was
twenty-five minutes, and he bought a pink-
jacketed newspaper to appetize his listless
mind. Life seemed less happy, less glamor-
ous of late. Perhaps he had learned more of
the world's ways--perhaps its glamour was
evaporating little by little with the hurried
years
•
Nothing like this afternoon, had eve-
happened to him before. He could not dismiss
1
the old mail fl'Ulil his mind. He pictured him
plodding home in the weary he at- -on foot,
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probably to save carfare— opening the door of
a hot little flat, and confessing to his
daughter that the son of his best friend had
not been able to help him out. All evening
they would plan helplessly until they said
go d-night to each other— father and daughter,
isolated by chance in this world- -and went
to lie awake with a pathetic loneliness in
their two beds.
It was stifling hot in the car, and he
wiped the heavy damp from his forehead. The
aisle was thickly packed now, and a woman
standing beside his seat was thrown momentarily
against his shoulder as the car turned the
corner. Mather took a long breath of hot
foul air, which persistently refused to
circulate, and tried to centre his mind on a
cartoon at the end of the sporting page.
! Move for*ard ina car, please P The
conductor 1 s voice pierced the opague column
of humanity with raucous irritation. 1 Plenty
of room for' irdl 1
For the next five minutes his mind worked
in a vague suffocated way on what now seemed
to him the enormous problem of whether or not
to give her the seat. He dimly felt that do-
ing so would partially atone for his refusal
to Mr. Lacy that afternoon. It would be
rather terrible to have done those two cold-
blooded things in succession--and on such a
day."
Cl.)
To quote the enthusiastic Simonds, mentioned above, but to use
ais Quotation properly and rot as he did, "Now this is realism;"
that is, it is realism to a sensitive person. There may be
people who do not nind riding on street-cars in hot—or cold
weather for that matter--but I think even such a phlegmatic per-
son would respond to the impression of uncomfortableness present
3d by the author in the just quoted passage.
I shall present another excerpt from Fitzgerald to further
show his grasp of situation but more particularly of emotion, of
;irod amo tion! Thn ronrirr may point out that both theoo a ample
o
•All the Sad Young Men; Fitzgerald, F. Scott; p. 210-213
-•
•
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are concerned with a fatigued sense of disillusionment, but I
shall return by asking "What else could be expected from a book
titled, 'All the Sad Young Men?'" This selection from the story
"The Sensible Thing" is concerned chiefly with the return of a
young man, unexpectedly successful after an absence of over a
year, to his beloved. The quotation is taken from the latter
part of the tale and deals with the action after the return.
" ! Jonquil," he regan, this time on a softer
key, 'after all that f s happened between us, I
wanted to come back and see you. Whatever I
do in the future I'll never love another girl
as I've loved you."
This was one of the speeches he had rehearsed.
On the steamer it had seemed to have just the
right note--a reference to the tenderness he
would always feel for her combined with a non-
committal attitude toward his present state of
mind. Here with the past around him, beside
him, growing minute by minute more heavy on the
air, it seemed theatrical and stale.
"'Yes', he whispered into her lips. 'There's
all the time in the world... 1
All the time in the world--his life and hers.
But for an instant as he kissed her he knew
that though he search through eternity he could
never recapture those lost April hours. He
might press her close till the muscles knotted
on his arms-»she was something desirable and
rare that he had fought for and made his own
—
but never again an intangible whisper in the
dusk, or on the breeze of night...
Well, let it pass he thought; April is over,
April is over. There are all kinds of love in
the world, but never the same love twice."
(1.)
Thus, without tricks Fitzgerald produces his effect; since an
invalid but excellent test of realism is the identification by
the reader of the events in the story with similar situations
in his own life, the reader of these quotations may, without the
context, perhaps catch a hint of the extraordinary power of t.Viia
1. All the Sad Young Men; Fitzgerald, F. Scott; pp. 237-238
•
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uthor. An interesting comment on this feeling of sympathy
etween the characters and the reader will be made later hut
irst it will be necessary to present the work of two other
inodern writers and realists, both English, A. 2. M. Hutchinson
and May Sinclair*
The first of the mentioned authors is the archbishop of senti-
nent, some critics might say sentimentality. He is the founder
?f a movement, particularly in England, whose adherents proclaim
Loudly to the world that the three essentials for human hapriness
ire "Love, Courage, and Compassion;" (so says Corey Ford in his
trenchant parody on the dissimilarity between Willaim Faulker on
5ne hand, and A. A. Milne and Warwick Deeping on the other.) It
will be admitted that the curates of this diocese never exceed
jr even equal their spiritual overlord in artistry but almost
Invariably outdo him in maudlin tears. Hutchinson uses what has
been called an intermittent style of which Henry James is
accredited as being the father. It is apparently a forerunner of
*-he stream-of- consciousness method with which James Joyce has
one all that is possible and perhaps a bit more. In order to
ndicate somewhat the relationship between James and Hutchinson
et me introduce here a brief selection from James' "The Visits",
a very cryptic title) in passing.
"...The doctor had something to say about the
action of his patient's heart--it was weak and
slightly irregular, and he was anxious to learn
whether she had lately been exposed to any
violent shock or enotion--but he could give no
name to the disorder under the influence of
which she had begun unmistakably to sink. She
lay on the sofa in her room— she refused to go
to bed and In Hie absence of complications it
was not insisted on--utterly white weak, and
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abstracted, shaking her head at all suggestions,
waving away all nourishment save the- :: nfinitesi-
mally little that enable her to stretch out her
hand from time to time (at intervals of very un-
equal length) and begin, 'Mother, motherl 1 as if
she were mustering courage for a supreme confession..."
(1.)
In the excerpts to be included from Hutchinson we come upon this
same mysterious technique, perfected, but retaining the original
semblance of the irrational ity of thought, the pauses and breaks,
the hesitations that distinguish psychological thought from
logical, that variety of mental process, artificial to human
beings, and foisted by the Greeks, upon a world, which has been
rebelling ever since. I have called it a "mysterious" technique
because no laws can be laid down regarding it and yet anyone can
recognize it in operation. In order to clarify this let me
point out that any writer wishing to become a documentariah
realist has only to develop his powers of mental photography
until he can reproduce, detail for detail any scene he wishes to
transcribe, while the user of the eclestic method, having chosen
him theme, merely picks and chooses such elements or incidents
as will bolster up his conclusions. The interrupt ionist , on the
other hand, has nothing to "go by ,? ; his fate stands or falls
with his own sensitivity to effect. Of course, no dull person
would try this method.
The follav ing instance is taken from Hutchinson 1 t best
known novel, "if Winter Comes" and concerns the reactions of
flark Sabre to a "scene" with his wife Mabel. Sabre has come Yiomi
unexpectedly at noon, in an attempt to make up to his wife for
ais morning grouch. He has been singularly ineffective. Mabel,
a thoroughly irritating woman, does not understand Sabre's motiv^
1. Short Stories, ed. Hastings , C lough, and Masons; p. 172
••
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and is suspicious, particularly since just before coming in the
gate she saw him receive a letter. It w-is from an old sweet-
heart of his, now Lady Tybar, and is quite innocuous but Mabel
thinks it is "funny"--a word she uses on any and all occasions
when her dull perceptions fail to correctly appreciate a situa-
tion. As a result of her attitude Sabre is disturbed and un-
happy,
"He walked up to his room. He closed the
door behind him and sat on a straight-backed
chair, his legs out- thrust. Failure? He had
come back home thus suddenly with immensely
good intentions. Failure? On the whole, no.
There was a great deal more he could have said
downstairs, and a great deal more he had felt
uncommonly inclined to say. But he had left
the morning room without saying it, and that
was good; that redeemed his sudden return from
absolute failure.
Why had he returned? He 'worked back 1
through the morning on the Fargus principle
not because of his thoughts after the Twyning
business. No. He had returned because he had
seen Nona. Thoughts--feelings—had been
stirred within him by meeting her. And it
had suddenly been rather hateful to have
those thoughts and to feel that-- that Iviabel
had no place in them.
Well, why had he come up here? What
was he doing up here? Well, it hadn't been
altogether successful. Mabel hadn't been
particularly excited to see him. No, but that
a be? He hade
glum as a bear,
niggling business
Always like that.
didn't count,
gone of. after breakfast,
Well, then there was that
over why he had returned.
Never plump out over a thing he put up.
Niggling. And then this infernal business
about the letter. That word "funny". She
must have used it a hundred times. Still..
The niggling had been carried off, they had
gone into the garden together; and this
infernal letter business--at least he had
come away without boiling over about it.
Much better to have come away as he did...
Still...."
(1 . ) =—————_—
If Winter Comes; Hutchinson, A. S. M. ; p. 118-119
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There is feeling and understanding- -and realism in that passage,
realism of emotion, but that is after all the essense of realisn,
that is why verisimilitude is primitive. True realism is the
country behind, and surroundings and actions are merely props
used to heighten effect; so far have we progressed from Defoe
wherein one may search endlessly for a motive or an emotion amic
the welter of facts, pseudo-facts, and specifications.
More action is to be found in the next scene, melodramatic
as it is, but melodrama is not always realistic; in this case
the melodrama, the exaggeration seems one of the eternal ver-
ities so excellently is it presented. It occurs nearly at the
close of the book and in it we have the maligned, heart-broken,
half-crazed Sabre returning from his beastly trial and finding
the note left by the unfortunate Effie which explains every-
thing. The father of her child is Harold Twyning, Harold the
pure, Harold the un sullied son of Twyning, who all day, at the
coroner's trial, has been egging on the prosecutor. And now the
Judas, Twyning is at his mercy. In a frenzy Sabre rushes to
Twyning 1 s office to flaunt the letter. All this time something
inside Sabre's head is going knock-knock-knock.
"Sabre shut the door and leant his stick
against the wall by the fire. He took the
letter from his pocket and walked acros^ and
stood over Twyning. Twyning had not heard
him. He stood over him and looked down upon
him. Knock, knock, knock. Curse the thing.
There was Twyning' s neck, that brown strip
between his collar and his head, that in a
minute he would catch him by.... No, seated
thus he would catch his hair and wrench him
back and cram his meal upon him. Knock, knock,
knock. Curse the thingl
%•
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He said heavily, 'Twyning, Twyning, I've
come to speak to you about your son,'
Twyning slightly twisted his face in his
hands so as to glance up at Sabre, His face
was red. He said in an odd, thick voice,
*0h, Sabre, Sabre, have you heard? 1
Sabre said, 'Heard? 1
'He '3 killed. My Harold, My boy. My
boy, Harold, Oh, Sabre, Sabre, my boy, my
boy, my Haroldl'
Sabre gave a sound that was just a
whimper. Oh, irony of fate I Oh, cynicism
incredible in its malignancy I Oh, cumulative
touch I To deliver this his enemy to strike,
and to present him for the knife thus al-
ready strickeni
No sound in all the sounds whereby man
can express emotion was possible to express
this emotion that now surcharged him. This
was no pain of man's devising. This was a
special and private agony of the gods reserved
for victims approved for very nice and
exquisite experiment. He felt himself
squeezed right down beneath a pressure
squeezing to his vitals and there was
squeezed out of him just a whimper,"
(1.)
And thus collapses a beautiful revenge which the reader has
anticipated with almost as much pleasure as poor Sabre, himself,
I dare say there are more powerful emotional scenes, and real-
istic, in literature but surely this ranks very high. Defoe
would have described Twyning' s office minutely and also have
produced witnesses who saw Sabre enter the office, who knew that
Twyning had just received a telegram which had apparently
contained bad news—but then the drama and realism would have
been lost, somewhere between the desk pen and a detailed study
of the rug, perhaps.
We do not find such an intensity of power or emotion in
May Sinclair, for Miss Sinclair is calm, whereas Hutchinson is
frequently almost hysterical, but there is strength and much
V
1 If Winter Comes; Hutchinson, A. S. M., pp, 402-403
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realism. It has been said that May Sinclair is trying to re-
instate the god of Love on his throne, which is perhaps a
flippancy, but a fundamentally true one, for she is trying to do
just that. Love, to her, is the one all important thing, and
affairs which all too-frequently divert love or keep it in a
perpetually infantile state, such as business or a career, are
to her, anatheman. In developing this thesis which appears in
all her novels she uses two devices. In the first place all her
books, with one or two exceptions take the protagonist up from
babyhood or childhood to whatever time in life he has reached
when Love arrives, and thereafter he is happy- -and the reader
can do nothing but believe it. For Miss Sinclair achieves her
ends by using the eclectic method of selecting those incidents
which will serve to justify her theme, and no others. Of course,
it will be impossible to present her technique within these
pages but if the reader is interested and is unable to obtain a
copy of Miss Sinclair, a glance at one of Zona Gale's novels
will do just as well for she uses the same means although her
conclusions are different. Since I am here trying to do nothing
but convince the reader that the author succeeds in producing an
effect of realism, I shall now draw the curtains on two scenes,
one from "Arnold Waterlow; A Life," the other from "The Roman-
tic".
1
In the first of these excerpts we come upon Arnold as a
young man, very much in love with a young violinist Linda, to
ffbom he has never spoken of love because, as he says, she has
•
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'never been waked up". A romantically handsome pianist, Shoon-
hoven, is apparently intruding but Arnold is unsuspicious. On
this night he ha s gone to hear Linda play at her apartment,
Schoonhoven however has arrived and is behaving outrageously,
"*And now we'll rehearse for Arnold, He'll
like it.'
'You do not ask me whether I shall like it.'
He was a spoiled child, sulking at a party.
'It's all right, Max. You can forget he's
there.
'
'Yes, please do,' Arnold said.
Max scowled at him with unsurpassable candour,
I' shall certainly not remember you. It
doesn't matter to me whether you are there
or not,'
'Then why are you so cross about it?' said
Linda*
'I am not cros?. But when I am told that
we shall be alone I expect that we shall be
alone. And I wish each time to be as it was
before,
'
'No time can be exactly as it was before.
Sit over there, Arnold. We're going to play
the Dreutzer Sonata.'
Schoonhoven, suddenly appeased, had seated
himself at the i iano with an air of simplicity.
And they played the Kreutzer Sonata,
Would he ever forget that playing?
He had never heard anything like it, never
heard anything like Schoonhoven, like
Rosalind as she played with him. No: He
had never heard Linda play before. Some-
thing had waked her up. She knew the secret
of that music. The white radiance and the
innocence were gone, Schoonhoven at the
piano was beating out a dark, sensual splend-
or, he played with a mingled ecstacy and maj-
esty of passion. He was putting something
into the Andante that was not there. His
pajsion went out of him into Rosalind and
possessed her; they called to each other and
answered, a passionate violin to a passionate
piano; they closed in the finale and ran to-
gether in a divine ioy and exultation,
Arnold, curled up on the divan, listened
in agony. Would the damned thing never stop?
There were poignant sounds that cut at him
like knives; heavy yearnings that pressed on
his heart and made it heave to their own
rhythm; he could reel its light strain as he
waited for the returning pressure of the phrase.
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It came again and again the sharp cry of the
violin above the rolling "beat of the i iano,
Schoonhoven playing nobly, purifying himself
as he played.
And through it all he heard the moaning of
his mind. Something* s waked her up, Schoon-
hoven^ waked her,
God, how he hated him."
(1.)
How real it all is, how vital. One never for a minute questions
the authenticity of this scene. The deadly pathos of it is like
that felt by an author whose manuscript has been stolen and
published by another.
The next instance is not at all like the first. It
concerns the introspection of a girl bidding farewell to a lover
who has behaved caddishly, and who she is trying to protect from
her own thoughts, by building a redoubt against memory,
"She went over it and over it, turning it
round and round to see if there were any sort
of light it would look a bit better in. She had
been going to give him up so beautifully. The
end of it was to have been v/onderful, quiet,
like a heavenly death so that you would get a
thrill out of that beauty when you remembered.
All the beauty of it from the beginning taken
up and held together, safe at the end. You
wouldn't remember anything else. And he had
killed it, with his conscience suddenly sick,
whining, slobering, vomiting remorse--turning
on her,
•I can't think what you wanted with me.
Why couldn't you have left me alone?'
Her own voice steady and hard, 'If you
feel dirty, go and wash yourself outside.
Don't try and rub it off on me, I want to
keep clean,
'
'Isn't it a bit too late?'
'Not if you clear out at once. This minute.'
He called her a 'cruel little devil'.
She could forgive him for that. She could
forgive him ending it in any beastly way she
liked, provided he did end it. But not last
night. He came crawling back, three months
after, wanting to begin again. Thinking it
Arnold Waterlow, Sinclair, May* PP. 243, 244
2. The Romantic, Sinclair, May; pp. 9, 10
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Among other things that is as cleanly dealt a blow at masculine
arrogance as I have had occasion to see in a long time. But it
is not only that, it is higV>-order realism. The nausea of the
girl is transmitted to the reader in direct proportion to the
reader* s sensitivity. For truly modern realism is capable of be-
ing understood only by the sensitive; the insensate metal does
lot feel the trip-hammer blow and the analogous human gets
nothing out of an actually modern novel beside the guilty titill-
ation of a suppressed libido.
In the last few pages I have made an effort to present
evidence against the presence of verisimilitude in the modern
realistic novel. It simply is not there. It has disappeared
Like the dodo, the pterodactyl, and the myth of pure race. It i£i
;o be found today. I recently reread H. G. Wells' "War of the
Vorlds"; an interesting work and doubly so when compared with
|!)efoe. There is not the careful handling of detail which we
Pound in Defoe. Let me digress sufficiently to offer two ex-
amples in support of this. The inquiring reader might very well
isk "if these Martians were so diabolically clever why did they
Ase the clumsy method of getting to earth by being fired from a
?reat cannon. Surely a dirigible vehicle would have been surer,
safer, and have permitted them to land where they liked?" Again
Dne wonders why the super-scientific Martians failed to be able
;o handle the bacteria which so easily and thoroughly killed
:hem? Those are questions which Mr. Wells may very well have
isked himself during the thirty years which have elapsed since
=
;he book was published. More recently, nineteen thirty-one to
%%
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be exact, an amusing tale called "The Amazons Come" by Owen
Johnson was published. It used verisimilitude. We may say,
then that the technique has become almost the sole property of a
group of "scientifiction" writers, to use their own term, and
has otherwise become extinct in the novel, probably forever, al-
though if the "new humanism" of Professors Babitt, More and the
"Bookman" continues to gain ground, if it is doing so, we may
need to call once more upon Defoe and Swift.
To prove further my contention that verisimilitude is not
to be found in modern novels and also, as I hinted in Chapter II),
that realism is not to be found in the early eighteenth century
novel I have conducted a statistical investigation of the rela-
tive frequency of verisimilitude and realism (for convenience
sake I have lumped the various techniques mentioned above under
the one heading--realism) in the novels used in this thesis. I
used only four of the eighteenth century authors in order to
balance the four modersn. Then by a process of arbitrary
selection I examined the pages so selected for evidence of
(1.)
verisimilitude, realism, and a sort of misty midregion which
could be called definitely neither, since in some cases it
turned out to be author 1 s narration or explanation, or perhaps
conversation which could not be classified under either heading,
The results of this were worked cut in percentages and tabulated,
(2.)
A glance at this chart will show how well my earlier conclusions
were justified by this investigation, based on chance alone,
Ee sides showing that modern writers on the whole, do not use
varl ilai nt-.ndft at nil (with the exceptions mentioned above)
•Vide chart, p. 98
Ditto
• pP« 96, -97 -
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Books
verisim-
ilitude realism neither per cent
v.
,
r.
,
n.
Robinson Crusoe, Vol. I 5-10
105-110
205-210
305-310
//
'///
/ /.
//
//
45 55
Gulliver »s Travels
(owing to the
foliation of this volum
what would be page 5 is
page 27 )
27-32
127-132
227-232
327 -332 /////
/
'"/mi 55 45
Joseph Andrews 5-10
105-110
205-210
305-310
///
////
//
/
///
////
//
/
50 50
Pamela 5-10
105-110
205-210
305-310
//
//
//
/
35 65
The Forty-Second Parallel 5-10
105-110
205-210
305-310
'//:
I.
//
90 10
All the Sad Young Men
( Because of the
briefness of this volumfc
I have chosen five more
pages at random. )
5-10
105-110
205-210
3,33,
103,133,
233
/////
////
//
////
///
/ 60 40
If Winter Comes 5-10
105-110
205-210
305-310
/////
//
//// 90 10
Arnold Water low
5-10
105-110
205-210
305-310
'///
////
/////
/ //// 80 20
%
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another point of interest will appear from a comparison between
the charts of the two periods, for whereas the eighteenth
century users of verisimilitude spew to strike a rather even
distribution between verisimilitude and that which is not such,
\ Pamela, as I predicted, scored lowest on content of the
technique) the modern novelists use their own techniques to a
greater extent. The lowest rating (60) goes to Fitzgerald and
that is five per cent mere than, any of the first group received
for verisimilitude. It would seem that modern authors use their
techniques more conscientiously but that is a generalization
which I should hesitate to make on the grounds of arbitrary
selection. It is, I feel, however, safe for me to contend that
that I have established the absence of verisimilitude in
twentieth century writing and its presence in the literature of
the first half of the eighteenth.
Why should this be so? What made it necessary? The answer
is, of course, first Puritanism, and directly behind it, Neo-
Classicism, with the latter far outweighing the former in the
period under discussion. The Puritan objection to the prose
romance was that it was a lie; the Neo-Classical, that it was not
the truth. Faced with such a hostile attitude from a reading
public laready overdosed with translations of seventeenth century,
interminably voluminous French romances, the author had to devise
some feats of magic, white In color, perhaps, to fool his readers
?efoe did so because he was something of a genius and the rest
Tollowed him using such of his literary manoeuvres as they wishec
«r»- a u
—
ijta k> miio—jm a is—sum ibbb—tWwflaai j uu ucicnu. Diic nuvci against
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the accusation of "lying" we find the more obvious aspects of
verisimilitude dying out and the more subtle, if such a word can
be applied to so plain a process, beginning to appear, so that
we find Smollett, almost at the mid- century mark, eliminating
almost entirely the elaborate stage-craft of Defoe, but emphasis-
ing the aspects of bluntness and humanness.
That verisimilitude was an advance in the technique of the
novel is unquestionable. We have merely to look back on prose
fiction before Defoe to observe the improvement. Of course
Euphuistic novels were merely soliloquies tied together with a
minimum of story. The Arcadian school produced bocks with a
little more story and a little less grandiloquence. In the
picaresque rogue-tale there was more action and oratory on a
higher social and ethical plane. But all of these forms had the
fundamental fault of formlessness. The novel was in this amor-
phous condition when Defoe added to it the crystallizing
ingredient of verisimilitude, which did two things; it brought
a cohesive factor into prose fiction which tended to concentrate
the action, and it pulled the novel down out of the rare atmos-
phere of chivalric exploit, where it was expiring, beautifully
perhaps, from lack of oxygen, and applied artificial respira-
tion. The novel, upon regaining consciousness proceeded to grow
in wisdom and strength until today in its flower, which some
will object to, it is the dominant form of literary expression,
which no one is willing to deny.
It may be interesting to consider briefly why we no longer
have veri a imj 1 itud e. It i S j-of cours e, no longer necooaary^=
•# CM 1 X AXvQ
(
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and so, like the rudimentary human tail, it has disappeared.
One reason for this disappearance is the decline of Puritanism.
We do not regard fiction as "lying;" lying has come to mean a
far more despicable act than the mere narration of an imaginary
episode. Another reason is the decline of Neo-Clas sicism v/ith
its superstitious regard for a mythical abstract "reason" and
its attendant shying at anything unsubstantiated by evidence of
some kind. With the disappearance of these two spectres from
the literary scene, although the latter has been seen of late
years haunting the pages of a magazine called "The Bookman",
(a misnomer), the novel branched out and, after battling its
way through a mass of pseudo-remantic treacle, emerged, somewhat
sticky but stronger than ever, as the interpretive, realistic
novel of the twentieth century. What will happen in the next
seventy-five years will be interesting to watch but dangerous
to predict.
Here the age old problem of precedence between chicken and
egg rears its perplexing visage but in this case a stroke may be
launched which will slash that face and cause it to hesitate
before appearing again. Either the novel changed because the
audience did or vice versa, but we car. show that the readers
made the first move. Long ago in the novel 1 s youth when it was t
lusty and precocious child, it was new, and the reader went into
a kind of appreciative trance before a literary work, suspended
is critical faculties, and surrendered his mind to the author,
o, that, for example, when Defoe said one of his tales was true,
rue It became. Wow a±T>nougn zne weo-ciassicists maintain that
-
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human nature does not change (a modern holder to this view is
John Erskine) human thinking does change considerably. We no
longer hand over our minds, our imaginations, bound and gagged
to the author, but, allowing our imaginations free rein, we stil
keep them in leash or within recalling distance. Thus when faced
with Tom Jones or Pamela the modern reader does not light a tape
before the joss of antiquity and murmur faintly "There were
giants in the earth in those days" nor does he sneer "Pygmiesl;"
rather he says "there have always been individual differences and
in those days some men were taller than others while some were
deformed just as today." Therefore it se^ms that the audience,
a better informed but not more intelligent audience, changed its
outlook when it found that it did not have to take what was
offered and the novel followed its lead.
With the disappearance of verisimilitude came the appearance
Df emotion. This is only logical for, preoccupied as verisimili-
tude is with exploit and action for its own sake, it is found to
eschew anything which may not be observed objectively. Now the
reader will say "What about Pamela?" But consider Pamela in cole,
blood, not as the favorite child of the step-father of the novel
Defoe was its real father) but as the record of the innermost
thoughts of a fifteen-year-old female servant. Richardson is
sometimes praised for his understanding of the feminine heart,
but does not the spectacle of a fifty-five-year-old man writing
validly about the emotions of a child of the other sex seem a
trifle ridiculous. Painela was the Pollyanna of the early
slghteenth century and Pamela was just as specious a character a:
i
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ier twentieth century sister, I ask the reader to consider any
i}f the middle-adolescent girls of his acquaintance. I now ask
lim to put these creatures into Pamela's situation- -and look at
;he result; either human nature has changed or the Neo-Clascicist
who cites Richardson as a great portrayer of emotion is "hoist
With his own petard." There is one more consideration in this
natter of emotional content. Which of the following pairs of
characters inspires the deepest emotional reaction in the
Iceader: Mark Sabre of Robinson Crusoe; Martin Arrowsmith or
Joseph Andrews; Miss Lulu Bet+" or Pamela. If the reader says the
latter half cf the three pairs my case is lost, but if, as I
imspect he does not but agrees with me that the first three are
more effective, then I may make my conclusion final by pointing
out that: whereas one of the aspects of verisimilitude is
'humanness" or the "That 1 s- just-what-a-man-would-do" attitude in
;he modern realistic novel this attitude becomes "That's just
! low I_ would feel . "
In conclusion let me summarize briefly by recapitulating my
>riginal premise and my main arguments and conclusions. I
proposed to apply both the definitive and the comparative methods
:o the critical word "verisimilitude". That this word was a
good test case I showed by quotation from critical works. I
Attempted to clear up the matter of a confusion of verisimilitude
/ith realism. I discussed the creative and appreciative faculty
)f imagination. Chapter II I devoted to a definitive treatment
of the word by applying its more obvious aspects to five early
—
'
—
•
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eighteenth century authors. In the present chapter (three) I
compared excerpts from four modern writers with those already
presented from the older authors. The obvious conclusion that
verisimilitude was absent from twentieth century novels, at the
same time being almost a hall-mark of those of the eighteenth
century, I justified by a statistical investigation. I then
iiscussed briefly the reasons for this difference and the
iifference in emotional content.
As a final gesture I may now, and only now, attempt a
definition of verisimilitude as follows: Verisimilitude is that
technique in English literature which by various feats of
legerdemain, attempted to convince a sceptical reader of the
reality of the material, during the first half of the eighteenth
century, and when found in another "period" is invariably an
anomaly.
Finis
•
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